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ABSTRACT

Combustion generated soot impacts human health and climate. Particulate
emissions from combustors on jet aircraft are relevant to each area, occurring at ground
level and at altitude. One of the advantages of alternative fuels is their potential for
reducing emission levels. Comparative field-testing of alternative fuels for their
emissions was conducted in the Alternative Aviation Fuel Experiment II (AAFEX II), a
NASA-led ground-based field campaign. In this study, particulate emissions from a
CFM-56-2C1 engine aboard a DC-9 aircraft were characterized by HRTEM and XPS for
nanostructure, carbon speciation and surface chemistry. Fuels studied included JP-8, a
50:50 (JP-8 & HRJ) blend, Hydrotreated Renewable Jet (HRJ), and a Fischer-Tropsch
(FT) synthetic fuel. Soot nanostructure and surface chemistry are examined across engine
power levels from 4% to 100%. Nanostructure ranged from amorphous (reflecting
organic carbon) to graphitic (reflecting elemental carbon) as characterized by lamellae
length analysis. With JP-8 fuel, soot particle bonding chemistry, as inferred from the XPS
ratio for sp2/sp3 carbon is compared to soot nanostructure evolution. Increasing lamellae
length is found to strongly correlate with increasing sp2/sp3 ratio with increasing engine
power – suggesting a change in species identity contributing to the soot growth process.
Comparisons between fuels for the same power levels yielded insights into
differences in soot processes as dependent upon initial fuel. Soots from the renewable
HRJ and FT fuels exhibit significant nanostructure at each power level, rather than the
progression as observed for JP-8. This difference is associated with differences in the
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soot formation environments as dependent upon fuel. To further examine the correlation
between chemical environment and soot structure as manifested on different physical
length scales, primary particle size versus lamellae length was compared. For JP-8 and its
blend with HRJ, there is correlation with engine power, i.e. each spatial metric increases
with increasing power, suggesting common underlying cause(s) for both observations.
For the HRJ and FT fuels, there is no discernable trend. These results are interpreted in
terms of the aromatic content of the JP-8 and blended fuels and their different pyrolysis
kinetics compared to paraffinic components of the fuels. Observations of fullerenic
nanostructure, particularly evident in soots from the pure paraffinic fuels were interpreted
as reflecting partial premixing in order to produce the C5 membered rings for lamellae
curvature. This led to the hypothesis defining this study: Partially premixed combustion
produces soot with fullerenic nanostructure. Curvature is that one special feature of
nanostructure that can be related back to particular gas phase specie(s), namely
cyclopentadiene and PAHs containing 5-membered rings.
This hypothesis was tested in the following two laboratory flame studies. Partial
premixing within simple gas jet diffusion flames has a very long history – stemming back
to the Bunsen flame. Yet HRTEM data of soot from such flames appears absent. In the
first study cyclopentane was used as fuel to test lamellae curvature dependence upon C5
species. Modest curvature was observed – given competing fuel pyrolysis and ring
dehydrogenation to yield cyclopentadiene, referred to as C5. Using benzene as the
primary fuel with partial premixing tested the chemical path for C5 production –
proceeding through partial benzene oxidation yielding the phenoxy radical followed by
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CO loss to produce C5. A strong variation of lamellae curvature with oxygen content in
the primary fuel stream was observed – reflecting the increasing C5 production rate.
Generality of the nanostructure dependence upon partial premixing and associated change
in gas phase chemistry (compared to pure thermal pyrolysis) was demonstrated using an
ordinary laboratory Bunsen burner with ethylene as fuel. In absence of partial premixing,
soot production is well described by the HACA mechanism, C6 PAHs with observed flat
lamellae, without curvature, dissimilar to observations here accompanying partial
premixing.
In the third study, the main goal was to test two main parameters – adiabatic
flame temperature (2000K) and fuel/air equivalence ratio (Φ = 2.0) – for their relative
impact on soot nanostructure formation. The soots were collected from a burnerstabilized flat flame burning the petroleum-based JP-8, synthetic FT, and surrogate – isoOctane/n-Dodecane, m-Xylene/n-Dodecane, and n-Dodecane – fuels on a McKenna
burner. Images from high-resolution transmission microscopy (HRTEM) show that for
the same equivalence ratio of Φ = 2.0 with temperature maintained constant, soot from
the FT fuel has significant curvature compared to soot from the JP-8 fuel, as also found in
FT-derived soot from the jet engine. This comparative observation indicates two major
findings. First is that the soot nanostructure depends upon initial fuel composition – and
by extension molecular structure. Similar findings from diesel engine studies have also
been documented by Yehliu (2010) 1. Second is that fuel pyrolysis pathways and products
also depend upon the fuel components. Adjustment of flame adiabatic temperature
suggests a temperature threshold for realization of such differences. Soot nanostructure
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comparisons with a surrogate fuel mixture of n-dodecane/m-xylene (75:25 wt.%) further
illustrate pyrolysis processes and intermediates as dependent upon fuel molecular
structure and components present.
To further compare the experimental results, CHEMKIN with the SERDP
mechanism using the burner-stabilized flame model was carried out and processed for the
three surrogate fuels, iso-Octane, n-Dodecane, and m-Xylene at various reaction
temperatures and fuel/air equivalence ratios. Both the C5H5/C6H6 ratio and C3H3 profiles
were distinctly different between the pure n-dodecane and m-xylene/n-dodecane mixture.
That the C3H3 profile is also the main difference between the iso-octane and surrogate
fuel mix suggests that C3H3 participation in 5-membered ring formation is also key to
introduction of 2-D curvature in lamella – especially given that the highest curvature is
observed for FT fuel soot. Moreover, by these results the higher C5H5 observed for the
surrogate mixture is an inferred consequence of the different C3H3 profile. Presently these
calculated values are only used to interpret the observed curvature differences, as
threshold values or the concentration dependency of curvature upon particular species are
currently unknown.
The goal of this study was to build a bridge between molecular gas phase species
and the soot nanostructure. Initial observations of nanostructure curvature in jet engine
soot prompted interest. Current chemical kinetic models can address fuel breakdown,
thermal and oxidatively assisted, PAH formation and growth all via detailed kinetics,
followed by soot inception via their physical and chemical coalescence. Thereafter soot
models are particle based and use measured growth rates and aerosol dynamics to
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account for increasing soot mass and aggregate formation. No modeling studies have yet
addressed the link between gas phase species with any aspect of soot nanostructure.
As shown here soot nanostructure can reflect its origin, specifically the species
forming the soot lamellae. The novelty of two-dimensional curvature is that it can be
related uniquely to C5 species, via known chemical pathways – involving oxygen directly
or indirectly. The oxygen concentration in the primary fuel stream defines the level of
partial premixing. Therein lies the origin of the hypothesis that partial premixing leads to
(recognizable) curvature in soot lamellae. Definition of the operative range of Φ and
temperature will constitute future work for C5 production and its manifestation as
curvature in nanostructure.
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PREFACE
The following synopsis outlines my progression in experimental studies of soot
formation. It consists of three major studies, each being the basis for a published or
submitted journal paper. The experimental details and characterization methods of each
study can be found in following chapter.

1. Field campaigns – Jet engine PM emission characterization
The NASA led AAFEX I & II field campaigns provided opportunity to be part of
a large team, providing insight into the coordination and planning necessary for such full
scale testing. Design, procurement of parts and assembly in the field was my
responsibility. This was an experience very different from laboratory studies where
materials are generally available and operation is fully under the investigator’s control.
The coordination with other groups and overall operation of the jet as it cycled through
varied powers added additional levels of complexity beyond mere soot sampling. In fact,
given the relatively rapid cycling between jet engine power levels, with lag and purge
times due to the extended sampling lines, the particulate sampling system consisted of a
manifold of separate units, each with independent on-off valves, along with a system onoff and bypass lines. This design was my contribution prior to my participation in actual
testing. I gained proficiency in HRTEM and XPS by analyses of these collected samples.
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Based upon observations of fullerenic nanostructure in soot samples collected
from these studies using JP-8 and FT fuels, a hypothesis was advanced: partially
premixed combustion producing soot can introduce fullerenic nanostructure. Verification
of this hypothesis was not possible in the jet engine. Laboratory flames were then used to
provide tractable systems by which to test different aspects of the hypothesized
explanation for the nanostructure dependence upon power and fuel in the jet engine
studies.

2. Partially premixed and Bunsen flame studies
The first flame system was a gas-jet diffusion flame, using different fuels, with
partial premixing to test the link between gas-phase C5 species and curvature in the soot
nanostructure. Partial premixing substantially increased observed curvature in the soot
lamellae. Pure cyclopentane did not lead to substantial fullerenic nanostructure as did
other species, e.g. C2H2 or C6H6 with partial premixing. Starting with cyclopentane as
fuel there is a necessary convergence of reactions to produce other molecular precursors
such as C2H2, along with dehydrogenation of cyclopentane to yield C5. Nevertheless this
flame and fuel demonstrated the critical link between gas phase species, namely C5 and
resulting soot nanostructure, as evidenced by curvature in the lamellae. Confirmation of
the chemical path to C5 proceeding through partial oxidation of benzene was found by a
series of partially premixed gas jet flames with benzene as primary fuel. Increasing
lamellae curvature correlated well with increasing O2 levels in the feed stream.
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The second gas jet flame was a traditional, laboratory Bunsen burner. A very
simple adjustable shroud at the burner base permits air entrainment, and partial
premixing, or not, if closed. Using ethylene as fuel, partial premixing led to significant
curvature in the soot lamellae. This flame/fuel system demonstrated relevancy of
fullerenic nanostructure to other fuels, even a simple C2 fuel that is known to favor
benzene and benzenoid (C6) PAH formation in pure diffusion flames.

3. Premixed (rich) flame studies
The third flame system was a premixed flame. The purpose of this flame was to
test relevancy of the C5 production and lamellae curvature, using real fuels as used in the
jet field campaign, but in a more accessible lab scale burner. Though these are more
complex systems given their multi-component content, in premixed flames, at the same Φ
and equivalent temperatures, these fuels yielded different soot nanostructure. The
interpretation is similar to that for the jet soots observed from these different fuels.
Aromatics, if present dominate soot formation, and substantially change the kinetics of
soot inception and growth, bypassing the pyrolysis steps required of paraffins or
cycloparaffins. Moreover aromatics can form resonantly stabilized radicals to continue
growth, or enable addition to growing soot. For this fuel the soot has insignificant
curvature. For the FT fuel, several pyrolytic C-C breaking and radical addition reactions
are necessary before soot inception can begin. This chemical induction delay to soot
inception, observed elsewhere in related shock tube studies comparing aliphatics with
aromatics results in delayed soot formation. If this chemical kinetic delay allows greater
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fuel-air mixing in the jet engine, lamellae curvature may become more pronounced,
reflecting greater C5 species concentration.
In the premixed burner stabilized flame, the fuel-air mixing does not change with
time, as otherwise is induced by turbulence within the jet engine. Rather, time translates
into higher temperatures given steep spatial gradients. The resulting acceleration of
reactions produces necessary species for fullerenic nanostructure in the case of FT fuel.
This flame system and comparative fuels demonstrate a fuel memory effect wherein soot
nanostructure depends upon initial fuel components and by extension, molecular
structure. Moreover there is a temperature threshold for such effects upon nanostructure
to be realized, as observed empirically.

4. Soot nanostructure
Nanostructure is central to understanding soot formation and its oxidation rate 1.
Previous studies have shown nanostructure to depend upon chemical environment and
temperature

2

. Subsequent studies showed its further variation with respect to

temperature-time history

3

. Recently experiments have shown traceability of

nanostructure to fuel molecular structure in laboratory flames 4, diesel engines

5

and jet

aircraft 6. Such observations open the intriguing possibility of using soot nanostructure as
an in situ diagnostic of the local combustion environment in which it forms. Necessarily
restricted to fuel rich regions, curvature in soot nanostructure appears to reflect the local
Φ for partial premixed combustion. Such regions are prevalent with liquid fuel sprays
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given ignition prior to uniform mixing. Combined with modeling efforts, insights into the
gas phase species may be attainable.
The limitation of these foundational studies is that while they show a dependence
of nanostructure curvature upon fuel composition, engine power or reactor temperature,
the chemistry of the intermediates leading to these variations is not known, only the
initial fuel and overall combustion equivalence ratio. This was the situation in the field
campaigns with the jet aircraft. This state of knowledge motivated these laboratory
studies with systems in which C5 species and precursors could be modeled to gain insight
into their concentration dependence upon Φ.

5. Related Aspects
Complementary skills that I have gained include operation of TEM and SEM
instruments. Related characterization techniques in my research included TGA, TGAFTIR, TGA-MS. Synthesis of model carbon materials for these techniques was also
performed using both high temperature treatments and wet chemical methods. Laboratory
expertise was acquired in operation of laboratory burners and a diesel engine on a test
stand. Other work has included pulsed laser heating and optical pyrommetry of
carbonaceous materials in collaboration with a small business in a SBIR program.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General background
The effect of particulate emissions upon atmospheric processes has received
increasing attention give soot’s multiple roles. Soot can contribute to cloud formation by
acting as cloud condensation nuclei 7. Soot can contribute directly to radiative forcing by
strongly absorbing solar radiation, and indirectly through water-uptake and cloud
activation 8 9. Soot particles can interact with gaseous chemical species, especially in the
near-field plume, and therein play a significant role in heterogeneous atmospheric
chemistry 10.
Health effects associated with soot particles have also received increasing
recognition

11

. Combustion exhaust contains incidental combustion byproducts such as

soot. Although soot aggregates generally lie above the nanoscale size range, small
aggregates containing one to a few primary particles (subunits) are less than 100 nm in
geometric dimension and can penetrate to the deepest regions of the lung, the alveoli.
Such deep penetration generally precludes their exhalation and results in their
entrapment. Thereafter the biological response will depend upon their composition and
surface chemistry.
At airports, emissions from aircraft idling, taxiing, and take-off represent a
significant source of particulates in the surrounding (often urban) environment 12. Airport
personnel and airline crews are exposed to varying degrees of emissions, as well as the
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general flying public. As evidence, nearly everyone has “smelled” jet engine exhaust
while outside the airplane – with the smell of exhaust gases implying coincidental
exposure to soot. Jet aircraft are a unique source of such particles, contributing to both
ground pollution in and around airports and also to soot particles in the upper troposphere
and lower stratosphere 13 14. Because of their transitory nature, the physical and chemical
characteristics of aircraft particle emissions are one of the least quantified relative to
those from other pollution sources such as power plants, industry and transportation.
It has been shown that soot physical structure, such as its macrostructure
(aggregate) and nanostructure reflects the combustion environment and soot formation
15

3

. For aerosols, highly compact aggregates and larger fractal dimension reflects high

number concentrations, favoring reaction-limited cluster growth. Oppositely, open
branched assemblies with small fractal dimension imply low number density
concentrations favoring diffusion-limited cluster growth. Therein characterization of soot
nanostructure could be used as a tracer of the combustion conditions leading to its
formation

16

. Such an experimental record could guide models of soot nucleation and

growth. Moreover soot nanostructure governs its oxidation rate 2. In addition to
nanostructure soot aggregate size, the number and size of primary particles could guide
modeling of soot formation through inception and coalescence 17 18.
Detailed soot modeling based on experimental results is required to control
aircraft soot emissions. Yet implementation of diagnostics is extremely difficult in the
combustor of high-pressure gas turbines. Despite the need for jet fuel emissions’
modeling, the chemical breakdown of real fuels is presently too complicated for detailed
kinetic models given the myriad and intertwined pyrolysis and oxidation reactions. This

3

then drives the interest in surrogate fuels that are designed to emulate the performance
behavior of jet fuels

19

. These are matched on the basis of physical properties such as

boiling point and density, and chemical properties such as sooting tendency 20, H/C ratio
21

and autoignition temperature 22. Beyond these considerations, recently Mensch et al. 20

proposed the threshold sooting index (TSI) as an additional criteria for determining jet
surrogate fuel formulations. Both smoke point and TSI provide a relative measure of the
so-called sooting tendency of a fuel, albeit wick-supported, laminar flame at atmospheric
pressure. Yet in real engines, these conditions are not maintained and significant partial
premixing occurs leading to varied equivalence ratio and oxidative pyrolysis processes
that may accelerate soot formation 23.
Matching surrogate fuels to the combustion characteristics of the real fuels, JP-8,
Jet A, etc. for global properties such as ignition delay and heat release can be accurately
done. Unknown is whether the finer details of the combustion process, namely the
emission byproducts identities and concentrations match or not. This is neither easily
predicted nor is it practical to preselect fuel components or their mixtures to yield similar
values of combustion emissions. A proper point of view is to consider these as minor side
reactions, as they are byproducts. Yet these byproducts are key species of interest given
the need to increase engine efficiency and to meet emission requirements. Formation of
emissions presents a complicated interaction between chemistry and fluid dynamics
associated with the turbulent combustion with kinetics that are complicated by nonuniform mixing and high pressure.
The soot formation pathways in a burner supported, laminar diffusion flame, such
as used for a smoke point test

24

and that those in a turbulent partially premixed liquid
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fueled spray flame are different

25

. Numerous studies have contrasted the variation in

precursor formation (inception) and subsequent mass growth

26

. A burner-supported

diffusion flame largely initiates soot precursor particles through partial premixing at the
burner base followed by convective and thermophoretic motion of the particles inwards
towards the cooler flame core where they grow and nucleate 27. In a spray flame using a
JP-8 with up to 20% aromatic content, aromatic growth may occur directly from fuel
pyrolysis products to form soot nuclei throughout the flame. Partial oxidation can also
activate such large molecules and related cycloparaffins towards their chemical
coalescence through radical site formation.
Partial oxidation can also accelerate C-C bond breaking to form smaller
precursors that can add to growing PAHs, or in fact lead to C2H2 formation itself as the
root of PAH formation and gas-phase soot mass growth

28 29

. Most importantly it can

open new pathways towards soot inception and growth by creating odd numbered carbon
species that can accelerate benzene formation, PAH growth and contribute directly to
soot surface mass addition.
Soot formed in laboratory-scale flames hardly represents soot that is produced by
real systems, such as high-pressure jet combustors, diesel and gasoline engines. Hence,
the detailed and direct examination of soot characteristics from gas turbine engines
operating under realistic conditions is required to understand soot formation, growth,
surface chemistry and consequences dependent upon these properties. With this
background, the Alternative Aviation Fuel Experiment II (AAFEX II), one of the NASAled ground-based field campaigns (APEX I-III and AAFEX I) was carried out at NASA
Dryden facilities in Palmdale, California. The project was part of the Subsonic Fixed
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Wing Program– Emissions Reduction Program. The ultimate goal for this project was to
establish a comprehensive database of newly developed alternative fuels performance and
the emission characteristics from aircrafts and high-pressure combustors. Therefore, the
idea for this campaign is to acquire the comprehensive experimental measurements of
combustion generated particulate at realistic engine running conditions, such as idle, taxi,
cruse, climb and take off, burning current use or designed alternative aviation jet fuels.
Such detailed physical and chemical characterization of particulate emissions from gas
turbine engines will advance understanding of the combustion process.

1.2 Outline
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to understand soot formation in jet engines with
focus upon alternative fuels. Hence this thesis includes three major topics, (1) Evolution
of soot structure from a commercial jet engine burning petroleum based JP-8 and
synthetic HRJ, FT fuels, (2) Soot nanostructure dependence upon fuel and temperature
using premixed flames, (3) Partial premixing effects upon soot nanostructure. The first
study summarized in Chapter 3 is a comprehensive survey of soot physical properties and
chemical composition derived from a GE CFM56 2C3 gas turbine engine of a
commercial DC-8 jet burning petroleum-based JP-8 and two alternative HRJ, FT fuels
under power operation conditions ranging between 4-100%.
In soot sampled during the AAFEX field campaigns,

6 30 31

, the physical

nanostructure has shown a strong correlation between the fuel’s initial composition and
the engine’s operating conditions. Petroleum-based JP-8 fuel derived soot has shown a
nanostructure progression from amorphous to graphitic-like as a function of increasing

6

engine power level. However, synthetic FT fuel derived soot exhibits significant
nanostructure across all power levels. These observations indicate that soot nanostructure
has a significant dependence upon temperature, pressure, fuel/air equivalence ratio, and
fuel initial chemistry.
Indirect support may be found in laboratory flame studies. Ciajolo, et al. in 1996
suggested that flame temperature affects the reactive coagulation and oxidation process,
resulting in limitations for soot nuclei formation

32

. Glassman and Yaccarino in 1998

reported that the soot-particle-formation rate from a diffusion flame is proportional to the
pressure

33

. Melton, et al. in 2000 reported that PAH and aromatic formation is more

sensitive to fuel/air equivalence ratio than formation of aliphatic intermediate species 34.
Hence, to further investigate the correlation between soot nanostructure and engine
operation conditions, a hypothesis and objectives (addressed in following sections) were
advanced, tested and followed by following two laboratory-scale surrogate soot studies.
These laboratory studies are discussed in chapter 5. The first study (5.1) was focused on
soot nanostructure evolution with fuel/air equivalent ratio carried out in a partially
premixed diffusion flame system. In Section 5.2, the second laboratory study investigates
the soot nanostructure dependence upon flame temperature using premixed flat flame
systems burning real fuels.
Providing background, Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive literature review on
recent aircraft/engine emission studies, with focus upon PM. Chapter 3 provides the
overview of experimental setup for each topic for the field and laboratory studies.
Detailed experimental setups and soot characterization results are described and
discussed in each respective chapter. The conclusion and recommendations for future
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work based on these studies are summarized in Chapter 6. The appendix provides
additional supplemental data.

1.3 Research Hypothesis
Partially premixed combustion (conditions) can produce soot with fullerenic
nanostructure, as outlined in Fig. 1.1.

O2

C6H6

C6H5O

*

C5H5
Curved PAH (curvature)

Figure 1.1: Schematic of curvature derived from partial oxidation of Benzene.

1.3.1 Motivation
The curvature of soot lamellae, i.e. fullerenic nanostructure is the focus in these
studies. As hypothesized it relates to the fuel air stoichiometry, namely the equivalence
ratio φ that is of great practical relevance. Diesel engines use liquid sprays directly
injected into the combustion chamber (cylinder) with ensuing vaporization and
combustion. Gas turbine engines operate similarly using a liquid fuel spray of kerosene
(JP-8). Turbulent mixing (and evaporation) prior to ignition leads to partial premixing in
these systems.

8
1.3.2 Objectives

Three research objectives were applied in a laboratory environment to further test
the hypothesis. Central to hypothesis and objectives is that 5-membered carbon rings, in
the nominal form of cyclopentadiene, henceforth referred too as “C5” are the origin of
two-dimensional curvature in soot lamellae. While the observations from the jet engine
field studies led to the hypothesis, laboratory studies afforded the opportunity for testing
– via a three-part plan.
1. Under fuel rich, soot forming conditions: C5 incorporation leads to curvature
in carbon lamellae. This objective is to validate the interpretation of lamellae
curvature as originating by C5.
2. Partial oxidation of benzene yields C5. This objective is to identify the origin
of C5 in fuel-rich, partially premixed combustion.
3. Partial premixing with real fuels leads to curvature in soot lamellae. This
objective is to demonstrate relevancy of curvature and its origin of partial
premixing to soot from real fuels.
Each stage represents a progressive, “backwards” step in validating the chemical
path to nanostructure curvature. This is to be distinguished from chemical “mechanism”
development as the goal of these studies is not validating rates or measuring intermediate
species, but rather seeking to make a connection between molecular (gas-phase) soot
precursors, specifically C5, and soot particle nanostructure. The vision of this dissertation
is to establish a link between gas-phase precursor species and soot nanostructure – with
C5 and nanostructure curvature as the first connection. Current soot models address fuel
breakdown, thermal and oxidation assisted PAH formation and growth all via detailed
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kinetics. This is followed by soot inception via PAH physical and chemical coalescence.
Thereafter the models are particle based, using measured growth rates and aerosol
dynamics to account for increasing soot mass and aggregate formation. No modeling
studies have yet addressed the relation between gas phase species and solid material
structure of soot. Nanostructure, one length scale above the molecular is a logical starting
point.

10

Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter gives a general overview of literature on (1) particulate matter (soot),
and it’s impact on health and environment, (2) current emission regulations, (3) recent
aircraft emission studies, (4) soot nanostructure, (5) general overview of soot
characterization.

2.1. Health and environmental implications
Environmental and health impacts of aircraft emission upon atmosphere and
airport surrounding areas have brought to light many concerns, and highlighted the need
for knowledge about these emissions. According to the Clean Air Task Force report, soot
is responsible for up to 1,500 premature deaths, up to 400,000 asthma attacks, 75,000
cases of bronchitis, 10,000 hospital admissions and 3.1 million lost workdays in the US
per annum

35

. In 2010, clean air task force also estimated the tens of thousands deaths

can be attributed to breath of diesel soot in the US

36

. Nearly 50% of all soot from

aircraft is released in the upper troposphere. Though constituting only ~ 1% by mass of
jet engine emissions, the black carbon emission presents the largest aerosol surface area
37

. Hansen et al. has suggested that the indirect soot radiative reflection may contribute to

the global warming effect, resulting in melting sea ice, and thinning Arctic ice

38

.

Moreover, Doherty et al. also suggested that the concentrations of Soot/black carbon may
potentially contribute to melt sea ice based on the measurement of soot/black carbon
found on the seasonal surface granular layer of sea ice 39.
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In general, soot/black carbon is hydrophobic, several researches have indicated
that chemical and physical changes occurring on its surface, can create functional groups,
generally referred to phenolic, carbonyl, and carboxylic. This would result in attracting
and retaining water thereby causing it to become hydrophilic

39 40 41

. Such changes

determine whether soot acts as cloud condensation nuclei, its susceptibility to washout
and participation in atmospheric heterogeneous reactions, thereby significantly impacting
the atmospheric radiative balance 42. Such chemical changes and subsequent interactions
depend upon the soot surface chemistry. The hydrophilic black carbon due to significant
surface functional groups can cause several health impacts. Sayes et al. confirmed that
C60 with hydroxyl or carboxyl functional groups on the surface can cause cytotoxic to
human dermal fibroblasts, human liver carcinoma cell, and neuronal human astrocytes
with doses >50 ppb

43

. Holder et al. also indicated that oxidized flame soot has 1.5-2

times more cytotoxicity than the soot without pretreatment 44.

2.2. Emission regulation
According to the Clean Air Act 45, EPA is required to set the national standards of
ambient air quality for particulate matter and five other pollutants, ozone, nitrogen oxides,
carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and lead, which are considered common harmful
compounds to public health and the environment 45.
Because it is difficult to sample and measure the emissions from aircraft
especially during the cruise conditions, therefore EPA only regulates the particulate
emission based on the mass and particulate size. From 1971 to 1987 EPA regulated total
suspended particles of aircraft emissions. Then EPA set up a new regulation as PM10
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from 1987 to 1997. Then PM2.5 has been regulated from 1997-2006. Starting from 2006,
EPA removed PM10 standard because the particulates were too big to affect environment
and human health 46. In recent years, PM 1.0 has been brought up many attentions 47 48. In
the future, PM1.0 may be set as a new standard for PM emission. Since the early 1970s,
aircraft manufacturers established an organized emission database by measuring the
emissions from the manufactured aircrafts. In the meantime, the international civil
aviation organization (ICAO) established the emission standards of commercial aircraft
engine based on the collected database. Until now, ICAO has well-established several
subsonic aircraft emission standard indices of gaseous species; such as CO, NOx, SO2,
unburned hydrocarbon and maximum smoke number 49. Recently, EPA adapted two NOx
standards, Tire 6 (also referred as CAEP/6) and Tire 8 (also referred as CAEP/6), for the
aircraft engine with rated thrusts greater than 26.7 Kilo Newtons (KN) aviation emission
standards from ICAO regulations

50 51

. These regulations are only mass based and are

related with particle size and the gaseous measurements, wherein the emissions are
collected on filters.

2.3. Jet emission field campaigns
In order to practically measure and characterize particulate matter and gaseous
emissions from aircrafts, in recent years several field campaigns have been conducted.
These studies from around the world can be mainly classified into three categories of
campaigns:
1. Aircraft chase experiment at cruise altitude
2. Emission measurements in the airport’s neighboring environments
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3. Direct emission measurements from stationary aircraft (or the full-scale engine in
a test stand).
Emissions in such studies may be classified as gaseous and particulate matter and
accordingly characterized for speciation and concentration. For example, Schuman et al.
in 1996 performed in situ observations of particulates from jet aircraft exhaust in a chase
experiment. At ~9.5 km altitude, with JP-A fuels doped with 170 and 5500 ppm sulfur
levels, this team sampled the contrails generated by aircrafts 9. Complimenting such flight
studies are the ground-based studies of Herndon et al. where in 2008 they measured
aircraft emission concentration of gaseous species, -NOX, -CO, and -CO2, and carbon
particle mass downwind of airport while aircrafts were taxiing, takeoff, and landing 52.
Other than in situ or ambient field aircraft emission characterization experiments,
most field campaigns are conducted on stationary aircraft or engine test stands. During
the field campaigns, gaseous and particle emissions are measured as a function of engine
power levels and fuel type. In 2004, 2007 and 2010, Corporan and Cheng et al.

53 54 55

tested a series of helicopter turboshaft engines with various fuels – JP8, Fischer-Tropsch
(FT) and additive-doped versions of these fuels at various engine power levels – idle,
cruse and maximum. From these campaigns they concluded that the FT and additivedoped fuels could significantly reduce the PM as measured by reduction in particle
number density (PND), mass concentration and by size distribution. The elemental
carbon and sulfate concentrations were found to increase with increasing engine power.
In 2010, Kinesy et al. reported on previous NASA-led fuel campaigns, APEX I, II, and
III 56 57 58. During these campaigns, the gaseous and particles emission of a series of jet
engines tested with JP-8, sulfur and aromatic doped JP-8 were systematically studied as a
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function of engine power level. Engine performance and reciprocally fuel performance,
and the relevant emission characterizations were carried out. Key advantages of such
ground-based field campaigns are as follows,
1. The conditions of emission sampling can be precisely controlled.
2. The emission characterizations variation as a function of engine power levels and
fuel formulations can be tested intensively.
3. Multiple parameters of aircraft emissions and engines can be measured during the
testing cycles.
Table 2.1 summarized the recently studied field campaigns discussed above with the
tested aircrafts/engines, conditions, fuels, measured parameters and the key findings.
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Parameter(measure

Summary

Reference

Test(Fuel

Test(condition

Test(Aircraft(or(Engine

JPA& doped& 170& and& 1.&Plume&property;&2.&Particle&concentration;&3.& High& conc.& Sulfur& doped& JPA& fuel& has& Schumann& et&
9
5500&ppm&sulfur
Aerosol&diameter
shorter& contrail& formation& time& and& al.&in&1996&
increases&plume&diameter

Table&2.1&Summary&of&held&aircraft&field&campaigns,&tested&engines&and&fuels.&&&
VFW&
614&
with&
Rolls& Aircraft& under&
Royce/SNECMA&
turbofan& cruse&at&9~9.5km&
engines
altitude&

JPU8& and& NorparU13& 1.& Particle& number& density& U& Condensation& Tested& fuel& and& blend& fuel& doped& with& Corporan& et&
53
(normal&paraffins)
nuclei& counter& (CNC);& 2.& Particle& size& commercial& and& research& additives& can& al.&in&2004
distribution& U& Scanning& mobility& particle& sizer&& reduced&PM&emission&significantly
(SMPS);& 3.& Measure& particles& size& larger& than&
300nm&U&laser&particle&counter&(LPC);&4.&Particle&
mass& conc.& U& Tapered& element& oscillating&
microblance&(TEOM).

Idle&&&cruse

T63&turboshaft&engine

N/A

Idle&&&cruse

1.& FT& fuel& can& reduce& 90%& PN& && 95%& Corporan& et&
54
particle& mass& comparing& with& JPU8;& 2.& al.&in&2007
Decrease&SO2&emission&by&increasing&FT&
ratio&in&blend&fuel.

FTUnatural&
gas& 1.& Quantify& particle& number& (PN);& 2.& Particle&
derived,& JPU8& and& size;&3.&PM&mass&emission;&4.&Gaseous&species.
blend& with& a& series&
blend&ratio

JPU8&and&FT

Taxi,& takeoff,& &&
landing

1.&Soot&aggregates&–&Aerodynamic&diameter;&2.& 1.& Soot& primary& size& increases& while& at& Smekens& et&
59
Soot& primary& particles& size& distribution&–& TEM;& max&power
al.&in&2005&
3.&Surface&area&–&BET.

Alphajet& aircraft& engine& (Larzac& Idle&&&Max
04&C5)
T63&turboshaft&engine

CF6,&JT8D,&PW2037,&CF34

&&

1.& CFM56U3B& series& have& slightly& lower& Kinsey& et& al.&
engine& pressure& and& higher& elemental& in& 2010& and&
56U57
carbon& compared& to& the& other& CFM56& 2011
engine& models.& 2.& Total& nonvolatile&
particle&number&and&mass&emission&are&
CFM56& series& 3B1>2C1>7B24.& 2,& PM&
emission& decreases& which& increasing&
fuel&flow&rate&in&all&model&engines.&

1.&CO;&2.&CO2;&3.&NOx;&4.Oorganic&carbon/total& 1.& NOx,& CO& && CO2& conc.& increase& while& Cheng&et&al.&in&
55
carbon&U&LECO&carbon&analyzer&concentration
engine&at&low&speed&idle&or&max&power
2010

JPUA&(1)&base,&with&(2)& Chemical:& 1.& Black& carbon;& 2.& Particle& surfaceU
high& sulfur& and& (3)& bound& PAH;& 3.& Elemental& composition;& 4.&
high&aromatic.&
Water& soluble& ions;& 5.& Organic& && elemental&
carbon;& 6.& Trace& semivolatile& organic&
compounds.&
Physical:& 1.& PM2.5& emission;& 2.& Geometric&
diameter;&3.&Particle&size&distribution

1.& CO;& 2.& CO2;& 3.& NO2;& 4.& SO4;& 5.& Total& 1.&
Particle&
distribution&
size& Cheng&et&al.&in&
60
hydrocarbons;& 6.& Organic& species;& 7.& Particle& idle<75%<100%;& 2.& OC/EC& ratio& 2009
size&distribution.
decreased& by& increasing& power;& 3.&
Sulfur& && Sulfate& conc.& increases& by&
increasing&power.

JPUA& and& general& 1.& NOx;& 2.& CPC;& 3.& CO;& 4.& Particle& mobility& For& all& engines:& 1.& Higher& NOx& conc.& Herndon& et&
52
commercial&jet&fuel
diameter;& 5.& Total& particle& number& emission& while& taking& off;& 2.& Higher& CO& conc.& al.&in&2008
index;&6.&Black&carbon&index.
while& idling;& 3.& Higher& black& carbon&
while&taking&off.&

Idle,& 75%,&
100%&(Max).

B737U 7%(idle),&
B737U 30%(approach),&
Lear& 85%(climbUout)&
and& 100%(takeU
off)
and&

Helicopter&engine&U&T700UGEU700&
&&T700UGEU701C

DCU8(CFM56U2C1),&
700(CFM56U7B24),&
300(CFM56U3B1&3B2),&
25(CJ610U8ATJ),&
ERJ145(AE3007A1/1),&
A300(P&W&
4158)&
B7575(RB211)&

Helicopter& engine& U& T56,& TF33,& From&4%&(idle)&to& JPU8&and&FT
T700
100%&(take&off)&
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2.4. Soot nanostructure
Several studies showed soot initial nanostructure impact on oxidative reactivity.
Yehliu et al. reported that pure biodiesel derived soot has shown higher oxidative
reactivity than the soot from FT and pure diesel fuels because of shorter carbon lamella
distribution which refer more accessible edge sites 61. Radovic et al. proposed that more
active sites referred as edge sites within the carbonaceous materials, such as soot, coal,
and carbon black, have a higher reactivity, because the carbon at edge sites are more
reactive than basal sites 62. The edge and basal sites of carbon crystallites are illustrated in
figure 2.1

63

. Neeft et al. also indicated that more ordered structure of carbon materials

typically have higher activation energy (i.e., Ea of soot<activated carbon< carbons and
chars < graphitized carbons and chars < graphite) 64.
The term soot nanostructure referred to the graphene layer plane dimensions, their
curvature, and the relative orientation. The nanostructure of soot is determined by particle
nucleation and species that are available for growth. With acetylene, C2H2, particle
growth is created by the HACA mechanism

65

. Similarly, polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs) are known to contribute to particle growth through free-radical
addition. Of these species, (C2H2) has the potential to produce a well-ordered, “graphitic”
nanostructure. In contrast, PAHs generally cannot produce layers of contiguous graphene.
Because reactive bonding with growing soot creates a range of potential particle sizes and
orientations,

3 66

, and because each molecule has many potential radical sites

67 68

, the

nanostructure variations with PAHs can demonstrate “chaotic,” “tortuous,” or interwoven
lamellae

67

. The consequence is reduced long-range structure of lamellae; they are
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shorter, more widely separated, and less likely to stack 69. Beyond these factors, several
studies have shown that odd (C5 or C7) carbon rings prompt the highly curved lamellae
resulting in a fullerene-like nanostructure. Pope et al. indicated that inclusion of five
membered rings into the growing PAH is a key element for fullerene formation 70. Later
the same research group indicated that the curvature of soot nanostructure as observed by
TEM images could be representative of fullerene structure by comparing the quantity of
C60 and C70 species, and the quantified curvature of soot nanostructure from TEM

Downloaded by [Pennsylvania State University] at 08:05 25 April 2014

images 71.

Figure 2.1: Illustration of representative structure for a black carbon crystalline 63.

2.5. C5 formation chemistry
Gerhardt et al. first discovered Fullerene ions from premixed acetylene- and
benzene-oxygen flame in 1987 72. As it has been shown that formation of C5 membered
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ring is significant for the fullerene structure formation of soot. Several studies have since
shown that oxidation of fuel and temperature would affect the formation of C5 membered
rings. In general, cyclopentadienyl (C5H5) is a typical product of benzene oxidation. The
general benzene oxidation mechanism starts from phenol/phenoxy formation, and then
further decomposes into cyclopentadienyl 73 as outlined in figure 2.2. Russo et al. in 2012
reported that relative higher flame temperature (1810K) from fuel rich premixed benzene
flame produces higher concentration of cyclopentadienyl
temperatures above

74

. Frank et al. reported that

(>1300K) increase the reaction rate of phenoxy radical

decomposition to cyclopentadienyl

75

. Computer modeling data also indicates that

cyclopentadienyl produced from benzene oxidation and at higher flame temperature,
promotes oxidative decomposition of larger aromatics also leading to cyclopentadienyl
formation 76.

Oxidation

Decomposition

Figure 2.2: Illustration of Cyclopentadienyl (C5H5) formation from Benzene oxidation
mechanism.

2.6. PM characterization
Several techniques have been used for characterizing the physical structure and
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chemical composition of soot. In this section, a brief literature review on common
characterization techniques are given.
Since Tuinstra et al. 1970 proposed that the ratio of the peak intensities of the G
and D band of graphite material is proportional to La (correlated with XRD
measurements)

77

, Raman spectroscopy technique has been applied for studying carbon

nanostructure (e.g. La) by many researchers

78 79

. The features of the first-order Raman

spectra may not be sufficient enough to understand the detail carbon nanostructure
clearly. Sadezky et al.

80

reported the detail first- and second-order Raman spectrum

features of various industrial carbon blacks and soot from different sources. The spectra
can be analyzed by peak deconvolution of the first- and second-order Raman peaks.
Figure 2.3 illustrates the deconvolution of the first order Raman spectra. The
deconvoluted peaks can be identified as G band (the ideal graphitic lattice), whereas D1
band is disordered graphitic lattice, D2 band is disorder graphitic, D3 band is amorphous
carbon, and D4 band is disordered graphitic lattice as summarized in table 2.2. In
addition, by fitting overtone Raman bands, the 2*D4, 2*D1, 2D2, and G+D1 bands can
be identified with their peak positions at 2450, 2700, 2900, and 3100cm-1, respectively 80.
Dresselhaus et al. also reported that Raman spectrum features of graphitic carbon
materials and amorphous carbons can be clearly identified in both first- and second-order
Raman spectra 81. However, for lower graphitic carbon materials (e.g. soot), the D band
width can be explained as the distribution of the crystallite size. Therefore, soot has a
wide range of small crystallite size distribution. Consequently, the peaks of full width at
half maximum (FWHM) in the Raman spectra are wider than highly graphitic carbon
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structure. Moreover, the D and G band features are not significant in either first order or
second order Raman spectra 82 83. Hence, the D and G band need to be deconvoluted into
D1, D2, D3, D4 bands and G band, which raise the statistical uncertainty of spectral
parameters.
Table 2.2: First-order Raman bands and the vibration modes observed for soot 80.

Band
G
D1

Raman Shift (cm-1)
~1580, s
~1350, vs

Vibration mode
Ideal graphitic lattice
Disordered graphitic lattice (graphene layer edges, A1g
symmetry)
D2
~1620, s
Disordered graphitic lattice (surface graphene layers,
E2g symmetry)
D3
~1500, m
Amorphous carbon (Gaussian or Lorentzian shape)
D4
~1200, w
Disordered graphitic lattice (A1g symmetry, polyenes,
ionic impurities)
(vs = very strong, s = strong, m = medium, w = weak)

Figure 2.3: Illustration for the first order Raman spectra deconvolution of diesel soot 80.
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X-Ray diffraction (XRD) technique has been widely used in investigating the structure
of carbonaceous materials by deriving the broad d002, the interlayer spacing, using Bragg’s
equation (1), and by acquiring crystallite spacing (Lc), and length (La) from d002 and d100
carbon peaks at ~ 23.5 and 43.5o (2!), respectively, using and Scherrer equation (2) 61 84.

!" = 2!"#$% − − − − 1
Here ! is wavelength of X-ray; d is the spacing between atomic lattice planes; ! is the
angle between the incident ray and the scattering planes.
!=

!"
−−−− 2
!"#$%

Here ! is the mean size of the crystalline domains; K is a dimensionless shape factor. The
value typical is about 0.9 for estimating Lc and about 1.84 for 1.84 for estimating La 85,
but varies with the actual crystallite shape; ! is wave length of X-Ray; β is the width at
half the maximum intensity (FWHM); ! is the angle between the incident ray and the
scattering planes. Figure 2.4 illustrates schematic of the corresponding parameters, d002,
La, and Lc obtained from XRD analysis.
The technique has been proved to be successful in studying and differentiating the
structure evolution of carbonaceous materials with various treatments. However, Takagi
et al. had indicated that it is difficult to assess stacking graphitic structure of various noncoking coals by only using d002

86

. Therefore, the technique may not give high-

resolution spectra to differentiate the soot nanostructure from various combustion sources
because of limited nanostructure (crystalline) unity.

m vertically to avoid

biodiesel soot

phitic lattice, d002
a diffraction angle
(1)), and confirmay determining this
on layer to the mida diffraction angle
he interplanar layer
d and repeatedly rediesel soot.

diesel soot

2θ
Fig. 10. XRD spectra for all analyzed soot samples.
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and b002 and b100 are the full widths at half maximum of the bands
EELS
analyzing
is lower
than NEXAFS.
Typically,with
the π*the
peaksilicon
which represents
(inondeg)
aftersoot
being
corrected
by comparison
standard (Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively). As Fig. 13 shows, the effect of
as 1s to π* transition is located at ~ 284 eV and σ* peak which represents as k-shell
transition to the sigma* orbitals is at between 290-305 eV. Usually, more pi bonding
indicates the more ordered carbon nanostructure. Although, the technique can
successfully identify the sigma and pi bonding within soot, the spectra acquired using a
very high energy electron beam (~ 200Kev), influences the relatively lower energy
difference leading to lower resolution of spectra.
Techniques discussed above provide bulk qualitative properties of carbonaceous
materials. Yet these techniques can’t measure the detail internal structure especially for
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heterogeneous carbon materials, such as soot from combustion sources. Moreover, those
techniques lack direct visual observation of soot aggregate morphology, which is a key
indicator for studying combustion conditions and environments

90

. Several studies have

successfully applied TEM to study the morphology of soot aggregates, followed by
numerical analysis such as fractal dimension and root form factor

91 92 93

. HRTEM has

been widely used for characterizing the soot nanostructure by several research groups 84 2
61

. Vander Wal and Tomasek (2003) showed the dependence of soot oxidation on initial

nanostructure observed by HRTEM 2. Song et al. proposed that the soot oxidation
reactivity is related to soot nanostructure by testing several diesel blends 84. Yehliu et al.
also concluded that the soot oxidation rate is effected by nanostructure

61

. To further

differentiate nanostructure between different sources of soot, nanostructure quantification
of HRTEM images was studied using custom image processing algorithms

94 95

. More

recently, Yehliu et al. (2011) developed a custom algorithm using the commercial
software, MATLAB. Several parameters describing the nanostructure can be measured
using this lattice fringe analysis algorithm, such as lamellae length, tortuosity (curvature)
and spacing 61, 96.
Other techniques have also been widely used in characterizing the soot chemical
composition and the surface functional groups. Murphy et al. has developed real-time
aerosol chemical species analysis technique by mass spectrometer. However, due to the
theory and design of MS analyzer, the instrument can only analyze the fragmentation of
organic compounds, which is hard to differentiate the surface functional grounds and the
analyzed molecular fragmentation of soot.
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Cain et al. has been investigating the chemical composition especially in surface
functional groups of soot from premixed ethylene flame by using the Micro-FTIR
technique

97

. Moreover, Gaddam and Vander Wal also successfully characterized

volumetric-averaged functional groups of soot from SIDI engine burning commercial
gasoline by FTIR-ATR technique

90

. The identified functional groups of soot include

aliphatic C-H, aromatic C-H and oxygenated functional groups, carbonyl (C=O), C-O-C,
and C-OH. Typical the full spectral scan of FTIR is from ~4000 to 600 cm-1. Table 2.3
summarizes the focused regions of peaks and their assignments 97.

Table 2.3: Observed FTIR peaks and the corresponding assignments from references 97.

Peak/cm-1
3050
2960
2860
1720
1600
1460
1260
1100
1050
880
840
760

Assignment
Aromatic C-H stretch
Alkane CH2 asymmetric stretch
Alkane CH3 symmetric stretch
Carbonyl C=O
Aromatic C=C enhanced by C=O conjugation
Unsaturated C-H stretch
Ether C-O-C
C-O stretch in ethers, esters, alcohol, and phenol
Unsaturated hydroxyl C-C-O stretch
Substituted aromatic C-H
Substituted aromatic C-H
Substituted aromatic C-H
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which measures the kinetic energy of electron
(shown in eqn. 1) by using a monochromatic X-ray beam is another widely used
technique to study soot chemical composition and the surface functional groups
Vander Wal et al.

99

98 31

.

has applied XPS to characterize chemical composition and surface

functional groups of soot from various combustion sources, such as jet aircraft and diesel
engine. In their study, the carbon bonding states (sp2 or sp3) and oxygen functional
groups can be quantified and differentiated by deconvolution of C1s spectrum. The
corresponding carbon bonding states and the surface functionalities of deconvolved C1s
peak are summarized in table 2.4

100

. Moreover, the global survey scan can also provide

elemental compositions of soot, which help identify the source of soot 98.
!!"#$"#% = ! !!!!"!# − (!!"#$%"& + !∅)

(2.1)

Table 2.4: Assignment of surface functional groups and carbon bonding state of carbonaceous
materials based on the binding energy 100.

Binding energy (eV)
284.5-284.8
284.5-285.3
286.3-287.02
287.81-288.36
288.85-290.44
291.2-293.8

Functional group / carbon bonding state
C=C (carbon sp2 bonding)
C-C/C-H (carbon sp3 bonding)
C-O-C; C-OH (Hydroxyl group; carbon present at alcohol
C=O; O-C-O (carbonyl groups)
O-C=O; HO-C=O (carboxyl and ester groups)
π - π * (plasmon)
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Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL
This chapter systematically provides an overview of the experimental approaches
conducted in this study. These can be summarized into three categories: 1) Direct
collection of soot produced from a commercial jet turbine engine. 2). Investigation of
effect of combustion conditions from a laboratory-scale flame system. 3).
Characterization of soot physical nanostructure and chemical composition.

3.1 AAFEX field campaign
In this study (summarized in Chapter 4), soot samples were collected from a
commercial Jet (DC-8) with GE CFM 56-2C3 turbine engine. The fuels examined were
JP-8, FT, HRJ and the 50:50 (JP-8 & HRJ) blend. Tests were performed between 5:00
A.M. and 4:00 P.M local time (PST). At the field location, the temperature ranged
between -5 ºC at sunrise to 20 oC in the mid-afternoon. Each test fuel was tested twice, in
early morning and early afternoon to investigate the effect on emission characteristics of
turbine engine between “cold” and “warm” start. However, there was no significant
difference observed in soot physical and chemical properties at these two different
conditions albeit for the same fuel.
Fig. 3.1 outlines the on-site experimental schematic of the AAFEX field
campaigns. Located at 1m and 30m of the port (Left 1) and starboard (Right 1) engines,
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four water-cooled sampling probe rakes directed raw exhaust emissions to various
sampling stations. The soot samples were collected from sample probe rake at the exit of
the R1 engine and downstream manifold systems. Soot sampling duration and sequence
were dictated by a pre-planned sequence of engine power settings accessed in a staircase
ramp, upwards and downwards. Detailed sampling durations are listed in table 3.1.
Further details of tested fuels, and soot sampling and their characterization can be found
in NASA/TM-2011-217-59 and also in Chapter 4.

Unheated%Valve%Boxes%
Heated%Valve%Boxes%
Unheated%Aerosol%Lines%
Heated%Gas%Lines%

AEDC%

Sampling
Manifold

E31%

DC#8%

AESO%
1%m%Rakes%%

MST%

AFRL%

NASA%

Sample probe
rack

30%m%Probes%%

Figure 3.1: Experimental schematic of the sampling set up during AAFEX II field campaign
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(Inset shows the actual jet aircraft alongside various sampling stations).

Table 3.1: Summary of tested fuels, fuel flow rate, engine conditions and sampling timeframe

Engine
Power

Fuel Flow
Gals/min

4%
7%
30%
45%
65%
85%
100%
7%
100%
85%
65%
45%
30%
7%
4%

1.75
2.52
6.15
8.99
13.23
17.63
21.56
2.52
21.56
17.63
13.23
8.99
6.15
2.52
1.75

JP-8
Gals*

172
216
317
423
86
60
86
423
317
216
172

Total use of fuel (gallons)= 1215

Sampling Inlet
Total
Alt-Fuel
Minutes
Gals 1 m_l 30 m_l 1m_r 30m_r
32
45
172
216
317
423
86
60
86
423
317
216
172
45
32
1292

3
3
3
3
2
3

3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
5
3
3
3

3

3

3
2
3
3
3
5
3
3
running

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Total
engine
period (minutes)=

6
6
14
12
12
12
2
12
2
12
12
12
14
9
9
152

3.2. Soot produced by laboratory-scale flame system
To further investigate the effect of soot nanostructure evolution upon the initial
fuel chemistry, temperature, and fuel/air mixing dependence; two subsequent studies,
soot produced from premixed and partially premixed flame system were carried out and
summarized in chapter 5 and 6, respectively. In premixed flame soot study, the main goal
was to investigate the soot nanostructure evolution upon fuel and temperature
dependence. The McKenna burner was applied to generate premixed flat flame burning
two jet, JP-8 and FT, and four surrogate fuels, n-Dodecane, m-Xylene/n-Dodecane, n-
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Heptane/n-Dodecane, and iso-Octane/n-Dodecane at two flame temperatures (1600K and
2000K). In partially premixed flame soot study, the objective is to understand the effect
of soot nanostructure evolution and C5 formation mechanism on fuel/air mixing. A
Santoro-style and a commercial Bunsen burner were used to produce partially premixed
diffusion flame soot. Two major fuels, Benzene (C6H6) and Cyclopentane (C5H10) were
studied using Santoro-style burner with 0-20%vl oxygen doping. Whereas acetylene
(C2H4) was used as the fuel with Bunsen burner. Further experimental details of
laboratory scale flame soot studies can be found in Chapters 5 and 6.

3.3. Characterization - Electron microscopy and spectroscopic analyses
To address soot physical structure and understand the chemical composition and
surface chemistry, two major techniques were applied.
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM)
Towards in-depth study of soot structure, including macro- (aggregate),
micro- (primary particle) and nano-scale (nanostructure), a 200-kV field emission TEM
(JEOL EM-2010F) was used to take high-resolution bright field images. An additional
advantage of HRTEM is that it can reveal small particles that are difficult to observe
using traditional aerosol measurement techniques, such as SMPS. The TEM used in this
study is located in the Materials Characterization laboratory, and is capable of providing
0.2 nm resolution. Digital images were acquired using the Gatan image software, and
were subsequently processed using custom algorithms written with MATLAB software 1,
a product of Math Works, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the three major
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structural parameters that are extracted using the lattice fringe analysis algorithm 1)
fringe length, 2) fringe tortuosity (representative of curvature), and 3) fringe separation
(spacing). Here the fringe length is referred to the length of two end points of the
individual processed skeleton represented as carbon lamella. The fringe separation
(space) is defined as the average distance between two separated fringes. At minimum 35 images were analyzed and the results were self-converging (confirming the statistical
similarity). Prior work

1 95 101

has found that analysis of 5 or more images generally leads to

insignificant changes in the distributions. The distributions were observed to become self-similar.
In studies here generally 5 images were analyzed but for some cases with limited sample (on a
grid), for reason of image clarity, only 3 may be analyzed as a group. Moreover, the

experimental uncertainty (standard error) measured across the total individual carbon
lamella (>2000 units), is found to be ±0.03 nm for fringe length and ±0.01 for fringe
tortuosity. The details of image selection procedure and digital image processing are
reported in chapter 4.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of extracted major parameters of soot nanostructure from fringe analysis.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
Complimentary to HRTEM for physical nanostructure is X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) analysis. XPS is used here to identify the surface chemical
composition and carbon bonding states (sp2 or sp3), which can be also referred to
graphitic/non-graphitic carbon. Deonvolution of the high-resolution C 1s peak (284.6 eV)
can also reveal additional surface chemistry information such as oxygen functional
groups and their bonding states. This study will test the correlation between nanostructure
and the relative contributions of carbon bonding states towards providing a
comprehensive picture of particulate variations with different test conditions with regards
to physical structure and chemical composition. The typical asymmetric peak of the C1s
peak is between approximately 284 – 292 eV 31. The peak may be deconvoluted into two
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carbon hybridized bonding states, sp2 at ~245 eV and sp3 at ~285.4, and three major
oxygen functional groups: phenolic (C-OH) at ~285.8eV, carbonyl (C=O) at ~ 287.5eV,
and carboxylic (C-OOH) at ~ 288.8eV

102

. Kratos ultra XPS located at Materials

Characterization Laboratory obtained C1s scans and survey scans. The resultant spectra
were processed by commercial software CASA XPS® [Version 2.3.12].
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Chapter 4

EFFECT OF GAS TURBINE ENGINE POWER AND FUELS (PETROLEUM
BASED JP-8 AND SYNTHETIC HRJ, FT) ON SOOT NANOSTRUCTURE AND
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
4.1 Introduction
Multiple interests warrant further study of jet engine produced particulate matter (PM)
hereafter referred to as soot. Soot particles can play a significant role in heterogeneous
atmospheric chemistry reactions 10. Soot can serve as cloud condensation and the ice nuclei

103

.

Soot may also contribute to radiative forcing, positively by strongly absorbing solar radiation
directly, and negatively through water-uptake and cloud activation

7 8 9

. All such processes are

dependent upon soot particle size, morphology and surface structure and chemistry.
Pulmonary and cardiovascular diseases associated with soot particles have also been well
recognized

11 104

. At airports, emissions from aircraft idling, taxiing, and take-off represent a

significant source of particles in the surrounding (often urban) environment 12. Airport personnel
and airline crews are exposed to varying degrees, as well as the general flying public. Although
soot aggregates’ size is generally beyond the nanoscale, small aggregates containing one to a few
primary particles (subunits) are less than 100 nm in geometric dimension and can penetrate to the
deepest regions of the lung, the alveoli

105

exhalation and results in their entrapment

. Such deep penetration generally precludes their

106

. Thereafter the biological response will depend

upon their morphological shape 107 and surface chemistry 108.
These concerns highlight the need for knowledge through measurements. Recently, Delhaye et al.
109 110 111 112

reported on the correlation between the human health impact and the particulate matter from

commercial GE CFM56 series jet engines. In their studies, the transmission electron microscope (TEM)
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has been applied to study on the aggregate morphology and various descriptors at general operation
condition and fuel. They also used TEM to characterize primary particle size and internal nanostructure.
They then compared the data with other techniques such as scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
condensation particle counter (CPC). Although the group has indicated that TEM technique is more
accurate than SEM to describe the morphology of soot, there are no further studies on the dependence
upon or correlation between the engine operate conditions, fuel compositions.
In recent studies of Popovicheva et al.

113 114 115 116

have performed similar measurements on the

correlation between the surrogate combustor soot, kerosene (laboratory) flame-generated soot and soot
surface behavior, such as water and hygroscopic behavior. Using relatively low magnification TEM, this
group restricted their characterization to aggregate morphology and size from these soots. Several
different types of “soot” particles - nanotubes, turbostratic onion structures, and amorphous like, particles
were identified in the combustor (soot collected right behind the exhaust), downstream aerosol (soot
collect at a distance behind the combustor exhaust), and inside the combustor (soot collected inside the
combustor after all the combustion cycles). Comparisons between powers levels or fuels were not
presented.

To fill this gap, in a series of NASA-led field campaigns (APEX I, II and III, AAFEX I &
II), gaseous and PM emission measurements have been conducted upon a variety of aircraft.
Recent AAFEX studies have expanded upon prior tests of engine power by running alternative
fuels. Throughout this series of campaigns aerosol size distributions have been extracted using
water cooled probes at near and far distances from the jet engine exhaust exit plane (typically 1
and 30 m). Scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) & Condensation particle counter (CPC)
combinations provided particle size distributions, Tapered element oscillating microbalance
(TEOM), Engine exhaust particle sizer (EEPS), Multiangle absorption photometer (MAAP), etc.
53 54 55

.
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With assumptions of spherical particles and unit density, aerosol methods yield
aerodynamic equivalent diameter. Multi-angle photometers require sophisticated algorithms to
deconvolute towards an off-presumed aggregate structure. Analysis by thermal-optical carbon
analyzer yields organic and elemental carbon content. Off-line wet analytical analyses of
sampled material can yield elemental content and inorganic speciation 56. Yet aggregate physical
shape, morphology (substructure) and nanostructure are uniquely extracted by HRTEM.
Spanning length scales from microns to nanometers, these aspects of structure are relevant to jet
engine PM environmental and health impacts. Recognition of this need motivates studies as
outlined above and our recent studies as described below.
With this background, our measurement focus was on soot particle structure, across the
spectrum of length scales ranging from aggregate to primary particle and internal nanostructure,
for JP-8 during AAFEX I. Comparison between these parameters for JP-8 and alternative fuels
was the focus of AAFEX II, as reported here. Each scale carries information regarding aerosol
dynamics or pre-combustion chemistry stemming from the fuel, across engine power levels.

4.2. Experimental
The Alternative Aviation Fuel Experiment II (AAFEX II), a NASA-led ground-based
field campaign was carried out at NASA Dryden facilities in Palmdale, California. During the
campaign, the experiments were conducted on PM emissions as produced by a GE CFM-56-2C1
engine aboard a (NASA) DC-8 aircraft, parked on the runway. Table 4.1 summarizes the
composition and properties of the fuels in these tests. Engine powers were cycled in a staircase
manner from 4% to 100% with the starboard engine running on the selected fuel and the port
engine.
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Table 4.1: The properties of tested fuels.

Test

JP-8

HRJ

JP-8/HRJ

FT

Parafins (% mass)

44

95

69

88

Cyclo Paraffins (% mass)

33

5

21

11

Normal Paraffins (% mass)

15

15

11

<.2

Aromatics (% vol)

21.8

0.4

9.8

1.7

268

254

264

225

Flash Point ( C)

46

52

46

43

Density (kg/L)

0.811

0.759

0.783

0.761

Freezing Point ( C)

-53

-49

-54

-78.5

Hydrogen Content (% mass)

13.5

15.3

14.4

15.0

Sulfur Content (ppm mass)

100

0

200

0

o

End point ( C) 300
o

o

4.2.1. Experimental set up
Fig. 4.1 outlines the experimental sampling probe and the manifold schematic found best
for the AAFEX field campaigns. Two sampling probes – gas sampling probe (non-diluted) and
particle sampling probe (with N2 dilution gas) were employed for soot collection. Further details
may be found in elsewhere

117

. Located at 1m and 30m of the port (L1) and starboard (R1)

engines, two water-cooled sampling probe rakes directed raw exhaust emissions to various
sampling stations. The sample probe rake at the exit of the R1 engine and downstream manifold
systems were connected by ¼” stainless steel tubing lines, each covered by PTFE heating cable
at 120oC to avoid water condensation. One of these probes, designated as the particle probe and
associated sampling line was also diluted with N2 gas. Conversely the gas probe carried only
raw, undiluted exhaust gases.
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Figure 4.1: The schematics of the (left) sample probes: particle and gas probes; (right) soot sampling
manifold.

4.2.2. Particulate sampling.
The sampling manifold and associated custom holder provided for direct collection of
soot upon a TEM grid for each engine power. The key advantage here is the direct collection of
the soot from the aerosol phase

118

. This bypasses filter collection and therein the need for re-

dispersal upon a TEM grid. Such processes are known to cause agglomeration of soot aggregates
thereby obscuring individual aggregate recognition. To permit HRTEM, Lacy carbon grids were
used.
The soot sampling system (downstream from these lines, housed in a trailer) was
designed with 7 individual lines (as shown in Fig. 4.1) permitting each engine power level to be
sampled separately. A bypass line allowed for switching between dedicated sample lines as
engine power was varied in each run. Each sampling line was connected with two ball valves for
manual control of sampling time and to reduce the pressure drop when switching to the next
sampling line. Each individual sampling line contains a modified Swagelok tee that held a Lacy
carbon grid held within a brass clip.
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XPS samples were collected using 400 stainless steel mesh coated with Ti/Au. These
screens were held in 1.5 inch diameter, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) filter holders along
with a quartz “tissue” filter for added support. These units were inline with, and downstream of
the TEM sampling unit. For most conditions these screens did not appear overtly covered by soot
with some metallic luster yet visible after sampling.
A valve upstream of the TEM sample holders permitted isolation of these units until the
exhaust stream for the test condition of interest had cleared the line. By this user-defined, manual
operation, samples were collected for a time somewhat shorter than the nominal test duration.
With the primary emphasis being upon microscopy, partial or complete series sample sets as a
function of engine power were obtained for JP-8, HRJ, blended (HRJ/JP-8 by 50:50) and FT
fuels.
Particulate sampling sequence and durations were dictated by a pre-planned sequence of
engine power settings accessed in a staircase ramp, upwards and downwards, for varied
durations given fuel consumption and engine temperature considerations. During the tests, the L1
and R1 engines were set to 6 different power settings over the range from 4% to 100% of
maximum rated thrust (with corresponding fuel flow rates of 1000-7600 lbs. per hour). This
power range covers ground-idle, intermediate, cruise, and take-off levels. While the standardized
power for ground idle is 7%; a power closer to 4% is typical idle power for aircraft.
Engine powers were cycled in a staircase manner with the starboard engine running on
the selected fuel and the port engine running on JP-8. (This operational mode balanced thrust and
hence yaw forces on the aircraft). The Fischer-Tropsch and hydrogen renewable jet fuels are
essentially paraffinic in content, differing in their degree of branching (e.g. FT-Sasol is
characterized by a high degree of branching) and only JP-8 has a substantial aromatic component.
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4.2.3. Physical structure characterization
Initial TEM images were taken using a JEOL 2010F, high resolution TEM (HRTEM),
having nominal resolution of 0.14 nm with Gatan Image Filter (GIF) for digital imaging
featuring live Fourier transforms having nominal resolution of 0.14 nm. The instrument was
operated at 200 keV using field emission source. Gatan image software v. 3.4 was used for
microscope operation.
To ensure selecting the representative regions of interests (ROIs), a standard TEM
operation procedure was designed and applied. There are ~ 400 sections within a 300 mesh 3mm
diameter Lacy carbon grid. It’s a challenge to survey all the sections for each individual sample.
Therefore, while doing TEM analysis, the grid was classified into 4 quadrants. In each quadrant,
~ 20 sections were systematically selected and surveyed. Most soot aggregates within the
selected sections of each quadrant were visually surveyed and then categorized by the fractal
morphology and size of the soot aggregates. Within these surveyed and pre-screened ROIs,
images were taken at macro- and micro-scale magnification from 5 to 10 ROIs based on the
same categorized aggregates in each quadrant. For each type of categorized soot aggregates, the
nanostructure of soot primary particles within the aggregate were surveyed and visually
identified based on the general features of soot primary particle nanostructure – carbon lamella
tortuosity (fullerenic-like), length (graphitic-like), amorphous or chaotic (mixed with fullereniclike and graphitic-like structure). Within the preselected aggregates based on the morphology
types and pre-identified primary particle nanostructure, images were taken from 5 to 10 ROIs of
each quadrant. Further TEM image analyses (aggregate fractal morphology, primary particles
size distribution, and nanostructure fringe analysis) are based on the availability of ROIs from
these pre-screened and pre-qualified images. Typically, more than 50-100 aggregates would be
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screened and more than 200 primary particles were measured for acquiring primary particle size
distribution. To acquire quantified nanostructure frequency histogram, 5 images were analyzed
but for some cases with limited sample (on a grid), for reason of image clarity, only 3 may be
analyzed as a group. Prior work

1 101 95

and based on statistical test summarized in appendix A

have found that analysis of 5 or more images generally leads to insignificant changes in the
distributions. The distributions were observed to become self-similar. Moreover, the
experimental uncertainty (standard error) measured across the total individual carbon lamella
(>2000 units), is found to be ±0.03 nm for fringe length and ±0.01 for fringe tortuosity.
Digital images were acquired and subsequently processed using custom algorithms

1

written with MATLAB® software, a product of Math Works, Inc., Natick, MA. Nanostructure
parameters of fringe length, separation and tortuosity based on the processed skeletonized and
enhanced TEM images were processed by these algorithms. Analysis results were exported to the
program KaleidaGraphTM for subsequent plotting and data analyses. The Histogram data plots
summarizing the distribution of a nanostructural parameter were fitted by two-parameter
lognormal density function, f(x).
f x =!

!
!!! !"

exp −

!
!!!!

ln x − !!

!

;

Where !! = Geometric standard deviation and !! = median of ln(x)
Further details of image processing steps have been reported elsewhere 1 61 95 101.
4.2.4. Chemical composition characterization
The PHI 500 Series XPS instrument uses a conventional dual anode X-ray source (Mg &
Al) with a 200 hemispherical electron energy analyzer and a multi-channel detector. Highresolution multi-plex scans were run for carbon, with a minimum of 10 sweeps and 7 cycles. The
resultant high-resolution C1s peak was curve fit using Gauss-Lorentz peaks and a Shirley fit.
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Peak deconvolution was performed via a MATLAB® program after setting the background
parameters. Peak assignments are indicated in the individual spectra, allowing for shifts due to
sample charging. Further details on the deconvolution procedure have been reported elsewhere
99

.
High-resolution scans were checked for consistency by collecting 2-3 scans over different

sections of the filters. Such data collection was repeated over 2 different sessions for the same
samples. Differences in deconvoluted peak intensities were quite small (< 10%) relative to those
differences observed between each soot sample.

4.3. Results and discussion
The main difference between JP-8 and other renewable (synthetic) fuels is the aromatic
content. The JP-8 fuel contains ~ 21.8 wt. % aromatic content compared to all other synthetic
fuels (< 1 wt. %). Because JP-8 contains significant amount of aromatic content, soot formation
starts at relative lower temperature. Not so for the other fuels – synthetic HRJ and FT fuels,
being primarily paraffinic in content. To illustrate this point, we used a standard smoke point
apparatus
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. The soot inception point was measured by the height from 0 mm position of the

apparatus to the soot inception point which was referred to the tip of inner blue flame in
diffusion flame. Fig. 4.2 is a plot of the smoke and soot inception points of these fuels.
Smoke point as normally defined refers to the onset of soot emission from a flame and
bears correspondence to a flame height, i.e. distance or equivalently time to reach a critical soot
concentration for the liquid-fueled diffusion flame to become open-tipped. The smoke points for
FT and HRJ fuels are similar and considerably larger than that for JP-8. In other words, the HRJ
and FT paraffinic fuels have a lower sooting tendency

120

. This difference in smoke point (or
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inception) reflects a difference in timescale for soot inception. For JP-8 the aromatic component
will drive early soot formation. Aromatics can form soot readily, faster, at lower temperatures
than paraffins. Resonance stabilization enables H-atom loss and radical formation at
temperatures as low as 800 K 29!121. Shock tube studies similarly confirm an earlier inception. At
low power levels aromatics drive soot inception whereas for the FT fuel, pyrolysis to acetylene
and other resonance stabilized precursors to benzene must first occur, delaying soot inception –
as confirmed by shock tube studies

122 123

. A carbon-14 tracer study of soot emission also

suggested that soot emissions have less correlation with fuel physical properties, but strongly
related to fuel hydrocarbon structure (aromatic and non-aromatic). The study showed that soot
yield from aromatic fuel was about a factor of 1.5-2 greater than soot from non-aromatic fuel,
illustrating because the sensitivity of soot inception to aromatic contents
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. yields In the jet

engine differences in timescale for soot inception for different components may lead to soot
formation and growth regions of different temperature or growth species concentrations – with
such differences reflected in the soot nanostructure. The limited test set in this field campaign
does not permit deconvolution of these variables.
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Figure 4.2: Summary of soot inception and smoke points of JP-8, blend (by 50:50 HRJ & JP-8), HRJ, and
FT fuels.

Emissions dependence upon fuel was the operative goal of this field campaign. Multiple
fuels permitted comparisons at each power level rather than examining a single fuel across power
levels. This latter comparison was the focus of AAFEX I and has value by illustrating how PM
physical structure changed with engine power level. There the correspondence between physical
structure and surface chemistry was made by concerted HRTEM and XPS studies. Physical
structure and chemical functionality are the relevant metrics given aircraft exhaust upon
atmospheric processes. Yet combustion conditions change too, such as temperature, fuel load
and turbulence vary with power level. Cross comparison of fuels at a fixed engine power level at
least maintains nominal similarity of combustion conditions (e.g. same fuel metering rate,
pressure and temperature fields) permitting comparison as related to fuel composition rather than
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engine conditions. This perspective gives insights into the combustion environment, specifically
the local environment producing soot and dependence of related processes upon fuel identity.
4.3.1. Soot formation dependence upon engine power
An actual jet engine poses a considerably complex environment with recirculation zones,
turbulent mixing and complex fuels. Current NOx predictions differ by 100% from
measurements whereas soot yield can vary more than 10-fold from model predictions

15

. Atop

such uncertainties are the associated variations in chemistry and flow dynamics with power level.
Absent a specific flow-field with detailed chemistry and temperature maps, results are
interpreted broadly, in terms of well-known soot formation and growth stages, as outlined in Fig.
4.3 26. By free radical addition soot forms through acetylene (and PAHs), but where these species
are formed (or originally present) will depend upon the initial fuel molecular composition. Fuel
structure governs the requisite temperature and hence time to and location of soot inception in a
combustion environment with fuel injection 3. By such dependencies the local chemical
environments where soot forms are then necessarily different. The soot nanostructure reflects
such differences.
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Figure 4.3: Molecular progression of fuel chemistry associated with soot formation 26.

4.3.2. Levels of structure-aggregate
Fractal dimension (Df) and radius of Gyration (Rg) are two well-know geometric
descriptors for aggregate morphology. Several studies have been shown that aggregate
morphology reflects the diesel/gasoline operation conditions

125 126 127 90

. Typically, in diesel

engine produced soot, the fractal dimension is affected by engine RPM, torque, load (%) and
exhaust temperature conditions

125 126 127

. For example, a previous SIDI engine study (2013),

suggested that fuel rich condition produces compact aggregate with higher fractal dimension 90.
Applied here significant differences are observed between soots produced from JP-8, HRJ/JP-8
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blend, HRJ and FT fuels. At 4-7% power JP-8 derived soot has the lowest Rg and the blend
HRJ/JP-8 the smallest. With particle inception and growth occurring in a richer local Φ for JP-8
than for HRJ fuels, initial primary particle number density is also locally higher. High number
concentrations favor reaction-limited cluster growth resulting in compact aggregates

90 125 128

,

and larger fractal dimension. In the contrary, low number density favors diffusion-limited cluster
growth leading to open, branching aggregates

90 125 128

, and smaller fractal dimension. Oddly, at

high power Rg and Df for the fuel blend does not fall between those for either component. This
seemingly anomalous result may reflect not fuel and primary particle concentration but the
extended time for soot processes by decreasing the initial rate of particle inception and growth by
decreasing the fuel-born aromatic content. This extended duration for soot processes such as
growth is consistent with the higher Emission Index (EI) for the fuel blend ~ 25% compared to
that for JP-8 117 129. These differences are observed in the soot morphologies and aggregate sizes
measured based on low magnification TEM images from these different fuels as illustrated in
Figs. 4.4 & 4.5.
Not surprisingly, at 100% power fractal dimension increases, consistent with increased
fuel injection and resulting higher concentration of inception and growth species. Small
differences in aromatic content matter less but their absence notably slows soot particle inception
and local particle concentration, as suggested by the substantially smaller Df for the paraffin
fuels, HRJ & FT, compare to that from JP-8 fuel. Though the concentration and coalescence
picture is speculative, it is consistent with the decreased the soot yield for HRJ and FT, ~ 75%
reduced EI compared to EI for JP-8 at 100% power 117 129.
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Figure 4.4: The aggregate morphology of JP-8, HRJ/JP-8 (blend), HRJ, and FT derived soot at low (4-7%) & high (85-100%) power levels.

FT
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Figure 4.5: Left: the aggregate radius of Gyration (Rg) and right: the fractal dimension (Df) of JP8, HRJ/JP-8 (blend), HRJ, and FT derived soot at low (4-7%) & high (85-100%) power levels.

Results, as quantified above do not reflect coverage differences. Measurements
were applied to isolated or recognizably distinct aggregates. For primary particle sizes,
the stark differences visualized in Figs. 4.4 & 4.6 are borne out in quantification.
4.3.3. Primary particle
Results, as quantified above do not reflect coverage differences. Measurements
were applied to isolated or recognizably distinct aggregates. For primary particle sizes,
the stark differences visualized in Fig. 4.6 are borne out in quantification.
Also notable are the differences in aggregate substructure, i.e. primary particles
seen in Fig. 4.6. For JP-8 the primary particles diverge substantially in their geometric
definition (distinctiveness) with engine power. At low power, for JP-8, most primary
particles are largely unrecognizable and highly merged. Coalescence occurs early and
only at higher powers is aggregate substructure distinct – primary particles being
distinguishable. This trend for JP-8 is attributed to a convolution of fuel/air dilution at
higher powers spreading particle growth over time and space 130. With synthetic fuels and
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their delayed chemical onset to soot inception, primary particles form and grow first,
followed by their coalescence, resulting in aggregates with distinct substructure, i.e.
recognizable primary particles. Such substructure is observed at all power levels for HRJ
and FT derived soots whereas not for the soot from JP-8 fuel. The variation observed for
JP-8 across engine powers is thus ultimately traced to the initial fuel composition with
high aromatic content. As reflected by aggregate morphology, governed by primary
particle clustering dynamics, so too the primary particle concentration governs their
coalescence timescale. The common denominator, number concentration is a factor
dependent upon fuel pyrolysis products’ concentrations, and ultimately fuel chemistry.
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Figure 4.6: The morphology of JP-8, HRJ and FT (images sequence from left to right) derived
soots from low, intermediate to high (top to bottom row) engine power levels (image sequence as
labeled, from top to bottom).
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Fig. 4.7 shows the primary particle size distributions range from low (4%) to high
(100%) engine power levels of JP-8, HRJ & FT derived soot. With higher power, mixing
becomes more extensive. Though the higher temperature may accelerate fuel pyrolysis
reactions, increased fuel air mixing can lower the local equivalence ratio Φ in soot
forming regions, resulting in foreshortened time for particle growth for the FT and HRJ
fuels 5. Primary particle size becomes smaller then with increasing power.
This would yet happen for JP-8 too but there is a tradeoff. Even though final
particle growth may be cut short or proceed less rapidly, aromatics can accelerate particle
inception and growth by direct contributions 131. An accelerated start appears to outweigh
or offset a downstream, decreased growth rate reflecting increased premixing and overall
lowered species concentrations. This could partially account for the yet increasing
primary particle size found for JP-8 fuel with increasing power level.
Moreover, for JP-8 fuel, further increases in power will further activate fuel
pyrolysis of the paraffinic and cyclo-paraffinic compounds, creating a new set of
aromatics for growth, thereby extending the soot growth for this fuel. Since the
renewable fuels required pyrolysis of these components to produce the aromatics for soot
onset, little is gained (from the standpoint of soot production) by such temperature
increases at higher power levels for these fuels. For the renewable fuels earlier onset may
foreshorten growth. Greater turbulence mixing can counters soot production from such a
paraffinic fuel with delayed onset to soot inception

132

. Consequently for each fuel there

is a strong dependence upon engine power but the different operative factors result in
opposite trends.
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Figure 4.7: Mean of primary particle size extracted from particle size distributions of JP-8, HRJ
& FT derived soot across engine power levels from 4% to 100%.

4.3.4. Nanostructure
Differences in initial fuel chemical composition and associated kinetics towards
soot translate into a temporal and potential spatial shift in soot inception and growth for
the HRJ and FT fuels relative to JP-8 5 133. This shift necessarily corresponds to a change
in local chemical environment in which soot forms. This difference is also reflected as a
change in soot nanostructure with engine power level.
This difference in formation environments is reflected in the differences between
the cores of the particles, particularly at low powers. Formed in lower temperature, PAH
rich environments, particle cores from JP-8 lack internal structure and are consistent with
a high organic content, as surmised elsewhere 60 134. These stand in contrast to the visible
structure throughout the cores of particles from the FT and HRJ fuels. The black arrows
in Fig. 4.8 mark these differences for the soots from JP-8 and HRJ fuels at low power
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level as illustrative. Even at the lowest power levels soots from renewable fuels have
significant, i.e. measureable nanostructure. This is characteristic of particle in hot
environments with radical mediated aromatic and lamellae growth and not “colder”
regions associated with coalescence

135

. Table 4.2 summarizes the terminologies that are

used to describe the observations of TEM images and the results of fringe analysis.

Table 4.2: The summary of terminologies used in describing observations of TEM image and the
results of fringe analysis.

Terminology

Description

Carbon lamella/fringe

A sheet of intact or defect graphene layer within soot primary
particles. In bright-field TEM images, the graphene layer segments
comprising the crystallite stacks are observed as the dark lines
blocking/scattering the incident electron beam, thereby creating a dark
image at the detector. These dark lines are also referred as fringes 3.

Lamella/fringe length

Length is a measure of the physical extent of the atomic carbon layer
planes as seen in the HRTEM image 95 95.

Lamella/fringe tortuosity The tortuosity is defined here as the ratio of the actual fringe length to
the straight-line distance between the two endpoints of the carbon
lamella/fringe. Tortuosity = L/D, L: fringe length; D: the direct
distance of two end points of the individual fringe 95 95.
Fullerenic-like

The carbon lamellas within the primary particles appear as highly
curved or closed circle fringes.

Graphitic-like/ordered

The carbon lamellas of primary particles appear as relative straighter,
longer and more ordered and stocked lamellas (fringes).

Soot nanostructure

The term is used here to refer to the graphene layer plane dimensions,
their tortuosity and relative orientation within the soot primary
particles 3.
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This scenario of late formation (nucleation) and foreshortened growth of soot for
the renewable fuels is also consistent with their nanostructure across power levels. At all
powers a similar nanostructure as measured by lamella length, tortuosity, is observed
visually as shown in Figs. 4.8 & 4.9 and found quantitatively by analyses as shown in
Fig. 4.10. Overall, the level of mature nanostructure would suggest similarity of
formation environments, specifically with regards to temperature and species. Moreover
the lamella length and tortuosity distributions between the HRJ and FT fuels for a given
power level are consistent with this late model “picture” of soot nucleation and growth.
In summary the required pyrolysis reactions delay soot inception, allowing greater partial
premixing to occur (via turbulence) compared to the JP-8 fuel, resulting in different
species identities and concentrations. This change in local environment chemistry can
account for the varied nanostructures observed between these fuels, as shown in Fig.
4.11.
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Figure 4.8: HRTEM of HRJ derived soot across all engine power levels (4~100%).
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Figure 4.9: HRTEM of FT derived soot across all engine power levels (4~100%).
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Figure 4.10: The lamella length and tortuosity distribution of JP-8 (left) and HRJ (right) derived
soot across all power levels.

Figure 4.11: HRTEM of JP-8 (L) and HRJ (R) derived soot at low engine power levels (4~7%).
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With increasing power the mean of lamellae length for JP-8 becomes larger while
the average tortuosity becomes smaller as shown in Fig. 4.10. Higher temperatures and
promotion of fuel pyrolysis conspire to produce a more ordered soot nanostructure by
uniformity of species and higher temperatures. For renewable fuels, given fuel
decomposition processes occurring in an environment that is lower in soot growth
species’ concentration (lower Φ) and in which significant oxidation is also occurring
leads to more varied species. Less well defined nanostructure with less homogeneity
across the particles results. Nevertheless nanostructure is pronounced in particles at all
power levels, not just the highest, unlike for JP-8 soot. Figs 4.8 & 4.9 are HRTEM
images of HRJ and FT derived soot across low (4~7%) to high (85~100%) power levels.
Highly curved, order, and stack lamella structure are found in the soots derived from
these synthetic fuels.
It should be mentioned that related research has also shown that forming ordered
soot nanostructure may occur in the condensed phase, reflectby, (1) reaching a
spontaneous disorder/order transition driven by physical (Van der Waals) forces, (In
bulk materials such as soot, the precursor molecular weight (MW) necessary is attain
~2850 amu), (2) high temperatures to provide the thermodynamic driving force for small
lamella edge-to-edge coalescence, and (3) residence time sufficient to achieve structure
equilibrium status
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. Though this study was based on a carbonaceous mesophase, similar

processes could occur in more mature soots with lower H-atom content. Observations
here do not discount a potential contribution by these processes.
To quantify these visual differences, fringe analysis algorithms were applied. For
JP-8 derived soot, the distribution widths and means increase with increasing power,
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indicative of an evolving graphitic content, as illustrated in Fig. 4.12. In contrast, soots
from the HRJ and FT fuels exhibit significant nanostructure at each power level that is
relatively unchanging with respect to engine power level, as illustrated in Fig. 4.8, 4.9, &
4.13 and previously discussed.
Yet there is a subtle change in the soot nanostructure in soots from the renewable
fuels. For the HRJ and FT derived soots, the fringe length distributions demonstrate a
small difference from low (4-7%) to high (85-100%) power. More telling is the tortuosity
distribution. At low power the length distribution is narrow while the tortuosity
distribution is broad, consistent with short fringes that are highly curved, characteristic of
fullerenic-like nanostructure

137 138

. Further analysis, illustrated by the scatter plots

resolves these differences more clearly as shown in Fig. 4.14. It is conjectured that
increased temperature at higher power decreases tortuosity for soot from JP-8 fuel,
reflecting a more ordered nanostructure but not for the renewable fuels, as the soot
formation conditions from these fuels may be largely invariant with respect to engine
power as earlier discussed. Change or invariance in tortuosity or other nanostructure
descriptors are interpreted as reflecting inception and growth species, dependent upon
fuel pyrolysis kinetics or initial aromatic content of the fuel.
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Figure 4.12: JP-8 derived soot nanostructure progression as a function of increasing engine power levels [HRTEM images (top row) and lamella
length distributions (bottom row)].
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Figure 4.13: HRJ (Top row) and FT (bottom row) derived soot nanostructure progression as a function of increasing engine power levels.
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4.3.5. XPS
The variation in inception time and its translation into differences in gas-phase
chemistry and soot physical structure is consistent with XPS analyses of the soot
chemistry as well. For JP-8, as studied during AAFEX I 31, the degree of carbon sp2 to sp3
bonding increased with increasing power, consistent with results in this study,
summarized in Fig. 4.15. As before, the sp2 and sp3 contents are interpreted as
representing elemental and organic carbon content. (Details of sp2 and sp3 content by
deconvolution of the C1s carbon peak were presented elsewhere

99

). For the renewable

fuel HRJ the sp2/sp3 ratios are rather similar indicating little change in composition (as
measured by carbon hybridization) with changing power. At the higher power level, 85%,
the relative content of sp2/sp3 across aromatic contained fuels (JP-8 and blend) is
approximately similar. This similar trend is also observed in paraffin fuels (HRJ and FT).
That the ratio is rather similar for the renewable fuels across power levels is again
consistent with soot formation occurring within similar chemical environments at the
varied engine powers, unlike soot from the JP-8 fuel.
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Figure 4.15: Carbon sp2/sp3 ratio of JP-8, HRJ/JP-8, HRJ, and FT derived soot at 7, 30, and 85%
engine power level. Only higher power level data of synthetic fuels derived soot are shown here
because of limited soot sample were collected from 4%, 35% (FT).

4.3.6. Cross comparisons - Primary particle and fringe length
To further examine the correlation between chemical environment and soot
structure as manifested on different physical length scales, primary particle size versus
lamella length was compared as shown in Fig. 4.16. For JP-8 and its blend with HRJ,
there is correlation with engine power, i.e. each spatial metric increases with increasing
power, suggesting common underlying cause(s) for both observations. For any particular
power level lamella order may relate to formation species identity, particle size
presumably would reflect growth kinetics. As known from elsewhere, soot yield,
measured as emission index (EI) mg/kg is minimal at mid-range engine conditions typical
of cruise power levels ~ 50 – 75% for this same engine. Yet primary particle size
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increases for JP-8 suggesting a combination of faster growth and/or higher concentration
of growth species. Both are consistent with increasing temperature with increasing
power. To reconcile these two observations, presumably the better mixing associated
with mid-range power levels would lead to fewer and/or smaller soot forming regions to
account for the lower measured soot emission index. The particularly interesting aspect is
how lamella length and primary particle size are rather invariant with respect to engine
power for the FT fuel. Though EI for the FT fuel is markedly lower across all power
levels – attributable to the lack of fuel aromatic content, changing temperature does not
appear to change particle size or lamella length.
These differences lead to the speculation that aromatics contribute to early soot
formation for the JP fuel with latter growth contributed by pyrolysis products of
paraffinic components. Shock tube studies have shown a delayed inception to soot for
paraffins relative to aromatics, supporting this view of different components contributing
to staged soot growth

122 123

. Additionally the smoke point comparison indicates a lower

sooting tendency for iso-paraffins. For the FT fuel there is no such staging by
components – as the FT fuel is largely but a single component, iso-paraffin. Instead of
different components that can contribute to soot at different rates at different
temperatures, a possible explanation is that with a lower soot formation tendency – i.e.
larger smoke point, the primary particle size in soot from the FT fuel respond is
insensitive to temperature variations.
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For either fuel longer, more ordered lamella may reflect a combination of
temperature – to surmount barriers to lower energy configurations and change in species.
The differences between the fuels, at the same power levels, i.e. nominal temperatures
suggests a difference in the distribution of growth species – these originating from fuel
components.

Figure 4.16: Comparison of lamella length and primary particle size distribution of JP-8, HRJ/JP8 (blend), HRJ, and FT derived soot across all engine power levels (4-100%).
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4.4. Conclusions
Comparative particulate matter (soot) data for a commercial class gas turbine
engine CFM56-2C1 burning petroleum-based JP-8 fuel, renewable FT, HRJ fuels and the
blended (50:50 JP-8 and HRJ) fuel are reported. By these comparisons the initial fuel
molecular composition is proposed to govern the pre-combustion fuel pyrolysis and
initial soot formation processes.
A higher f associated with JP-8 in soot forming regions results in a higher initial
primary particle number concentration, feeding reaction-limited cluster growth yielding a
compact aggregate morphology. Conversely, a lower f associated with soot forming
regions for the renewable fuels results in a comparatively lower primary particle
concentration, feeding diffusion-limited cluster growth yielding open, branched
aggregates.
Similarly, with ~21.8% aromatic content in JP-8 fuel, soot particle formation
occurs early and primary particle size increases as a function of engine power. On the
contrary, the primary particle sizes for renewable fuels’ soot decreases with increasing
engine power reflecting less time and lower concentration of growth species.
Soot nanostructure varies with power level for all fuels but most noticeably for JP-8
derived soot. Such variation is attributed to its high aromatic content. For JP-8 derived
soot, the change in nanostructure with engine power level is related to the change in local
chemical environment. The blended fuel (JP-8/HRJ 50:50) exhibits a similar trend of soot
nanostructure evolution. In contrast, for the renewable fuels the distinct and varied types
of nanostructure: chaotic with fullerenic-like lamella, graphitic-like with extended
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peripheral shells and amorphous, i.e. absence of recognizable lamella, were observed at
all power levels. The evolution of nanostructure for a fuel with aromatic content and
diversity for paraffinic fuels irrespective of engine operating condition suggests different
formation paths, inception locations, and growth environments involving temperature and
species.
Over nearly three orders of magnitude in length scale: aggregate dimension,
primary particle size and nanostructure, parent fuel chemical content by compound class
governs soot inception by linking a chemical timescale with a fluid mixing timescale. The
former reflects fuel pyrolysis processes necessary to feed soot nucleation while the latter
is associated with the combustion environment turbulence. Variations in fluid dynamics
with engine power act to change the local chemical environment in fuel-rich, sootforming regions. Such changes are observed, consistently, across a span of soot length
scales, representing chemistry at the nanoscale and physical aerosol dynamics on the
aggregate scale.
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Chapter 5

SOOT NANOSTRUCTURE FROM PARTIALLY PREMIXED AND
PREMIXED FLAME: EQUIVALENCE RATIO, FLAME TEMPERATURE
AND FUEL DEPENDENCIES
To validate the three research objectives – (1) understanding origin of curvature in
nanostructure. (2) Understanding origin of C5 in fuel-rich, partially premixed combustion (Partial
oxidation of benzene yields C5, thereafter leading to curvature). (3) Understanding origin of
curvature in soot from diesel and gas-turbine engines (Partially premixing with real fuels leads to
curvature in lamella of soot) – two laboratory flame studies were carried out. The first flame
study was performed by partially premixing flame system with the Santoro-style and a
commercial Bunsen burner to approach the objectives (1) and (2). To further investigate the
effect of curvature formation on fuel/air mixing from the real fuels (objective 3), a comparable
flame condition of real fuels was tested with a premixed flat flame system.

5.1. Partial premixing effects upon soot nanostructure
5.1.1 Introduction
Flame chemistry varies with partial premixing as known from both experimental
observations

139

and model predictions
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can lead to odd numbered carbon species

. It is also well known that oxidative pyrolysis
141

. Oxidative pyrolysis occurs in concert with

thermal pyrolysis, a common occurrence in combustors and engines 142. Addition of O2 to
diffusion flames increases soot production, mainly for the reason of increasing
intermediates and creating new pathways towards soot, in particular via resonance
stabilized allyl and propargyl radicals

143

. These are not part of the C2-based HACA

mechanism 29.
Another

notable

species

in

fuel-rich,

partially

premixed

systems

is
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cyclopentadiene. The major route to cyclopentadiene is via benzene oxidation producing
a phenoxy (radical) that decomposes via CO loss, yielding C5H5, the cyclopentadienyl
radical, c- C5H5
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, hereafter denoted as C5. By reaction (1) its concentration is tied to

benzene and it is a stable (resonantly stabilized) species. Reactions involving
cyclopentadiene have been studied in the context of aromatic formation in flames
shock tube studies of toluene pyrolysis

146

145

,

and recently included in expanded chemical

kinetic codes 76.
With focus upon particle growth rates and contributing species, there has been
relatively little effort to understand the resulting soot particle nanostructure. Though the
HACA mechanism can describe PAH addition, the resulting structure has been only
recently modeled. Initial molecular dynamics studies by Frenklach presumed a PAH-like,
soot surface structure 147. By kinetic Monte-Carlo-molecular dynamics, Violi and Izvekov
attempted to model the aggregate structure of soot particles using PAH structures by
148

considering their interaction

. More recently Kraft et al. introduced an advanced soot

particle model to describe soot particles by their aromatic structure, including functional
site descriptions and a detailed surface chemistry mechanism. This model reproduced
experimental results of soot mass, average particle size, and particle size distributions at
different flow times within a plug flow reactor 149.
Recent advancements include those by Atreya et al. (2011). By HRTEM and postimage processing these authors suggested that molecules depositing upon early and aged
soot particles were PAHs

150

. (Essentially this group found that the lengths of the most

intense fringe structures in HRTEM images could be correlated to PAHs within the
molecule). By the opposite direction, using a stochastic global optimization to locate
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potential energy minima of PAH molecular clusters, Kraft et al. showed similarities
between TEM-style projections of the resulting geometries and those observed
experimentally in TEM images of soot particles 151.
This study did not address extrinsic observables such as growth rates or yields
towards improving or extending soot models. Instead it sought to investigate intrinsic
characteristics of the soot, namely nanostructure in response to formation conditions
associated with oxidative pyrolysis. Rather than a forward approach measuring
parameters by which to bound models describing soot formation rates and yields, this
study seeks to reverse engineer soot (nano)structure using HRTEM for structural
information as a potential constraint to guide future molecular modeling of soot.
Linking C5 and particle structure is lamella curvature – the observable when C5 is
incorporated. If many lamellae exhibit curvature of varying radii and are not highly
concentric, but more randomly distributed – this is referred to as fullerenic nanostructure.
HRTEM analysis of soot from low-pressure, benzene/argon/oxygen flames by Hebgen et
al. 71 revealed high curvature in lamella throughout, suggestive of, but not conclusive for,
C5 as origin. Both mechanisms and measurements have firmly identified C5 and C5
containing aromatics (e.g. naphthalene) in the path to fullerene formation 138 152. By TEM
and Soxhlet extraction, fullerenes were found to add to or be trapped within the
“fullerenic” soot matrix

153

. Indicative of the importance of C5 and its origin through the

phenoxy radical, the fullerene yield (and lamella curvature) in these flames was strongly
dependent upon fuel/air equivalence ratio, Φ. This study reciprocally maps the curvature
of soot nanostructure upon Φ.
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In this study three flames were investigated to test the relation between C5
chemistry and soot nanostructure. To identify limits, soot from a partially premixed
diffusion flame with benzene was studied with cyclopentane in a pure diffusion flame for
comparative nanostructure. Finally an ordinary Bunsen flame fueled with ethylene (C2)
tested the generality of the C5 production by partial premixing, with evidence again being
production of curvature in soot nanostructure.

5.1.2 Experimental
Bunsen flames are well known examples of partially premixed flames, typically
stabilized on an open tube, as a gas jet. Variable premixing was introduced by Bunsen in
order to stabilize the flame. The versatility of such flames is their stoichiometry. The
relevancy of Bunsen flames to combustors and engines is that fuel sprays establish a
diffusion flame that becomes partially mixed, the degree depending upon location and
time

154

. Different fuels were used in this flame configuration with results presented

below.
To test the oxidative pyrolysis chemistry leading to C5 formation, a gas jet
diffusion flame was used with varied levels of partial premixing using benzene and
oxygen. Given the high sooting propensity of benzene; nitrogen diluted systems will be
used to manage the soot load and maintain a close-tipped flame. Clearly the varied
oxygen levels will inherently change the adiabatic flame temperature, but by nitrogen
substitution, the same flame temperature may be maintained while keeping fuel
concentration roughly constant 155.
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Note that partial premixing is a term best applied for lower levels of oxygen, such
as in diffusion flames with Φ > 3; levels for which burner stabilized premixed flames are
not operable. Streamlines in a buoyantly driven diffusion flame are convergent and nonmonotonic in temperature and mixture fraction, with the exception of the center
streamline. Guided by precedence of previous studies illustrating the sequence of soot
inception and growth along this path, sampling of so-termed mature soot was from this
central axis.
5.1.2.1. Partially premixed diffusion flame
To investigate the effect of fuel/air partial premixing ratio on soot nanostructure, a
classic co-flow burner with a central fuel jet (I.D =11.1 mm) surrounded by a co-flowing
air stream (I.D=101.6 mm) burner designed by Santoro et al. (1983) was applied to
produce the diffusion flame for soot particle formation and collection

156

. In this study,

the total flow rate of central fuel jet was set at 300 sccm combined by methane base
flame (to maintain main flame stability), fuel and doping oxygen. The co-flow was set at
43 slm air to stabilize the center diffusion flame. Because of low vapor pressure, the two
major fuels, benzene (C6H6) and cyclopentane (C5H10) were set in a bubbler. The fuels
were fed by using argon dilution as the carrier gas. The total flow rate was set at 300
sccm of methane (CH4) and argon dilution mixture (1:1) was used to create non-sooting
diffusion base flame (light blue flame). The fed fuels (C6H6 and C5H10) were carried by
the same argon dilution without or with 10 and 20 % (v/v) oxygen-doping. The tested
fuel/air equivalence ratios summarized in table 5.1. The produced soot particles were
directly collected within the close-tip diffusion flame by a thermophoretic sampling
device with 300 mesh lacy carbon grid for further soot nanostructure HRTEM analysis.
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The device was driven by a N2 cylinder, and to ensure one cycle sampling period can be
done within 50 µs, 25-30 PSI gas pressure was applied to the device. To avoid further
oxidize collected-soot, only one sampling cycle was applied to sample collection. The
soot samples were collected at the center position of flame with the height between the
close-tip and soot inception point. Typically, the point is ~5 to 10 mm below the flame
tip. The overall schematic of the flame system is shown in Fig. 5.1.

Table 5.1: Tested fuels and the corresponding fuel/air equivalence ratios.

Fuels
C5H10
C6H6

Pure
ϕ=∞
ϕ=∞

10% O2
ϕ = 3.84
ϕ = 5.2

20% O2
ϕ = 7.7
ϕ = 10.4

TEM grid

Thermophoretic
sampling

Oxygen
doping
Burner

Fire
arrestor

Argon
Carrier Gas

Fuel
Liquid
Fuels

Air
co-flow

Argon
Dilution

Bubbler

Figure 5.1: The schematic of partially premixed discussion flame system with Santoro-style
burner.
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5.1.2.2. Bunsen flame
To further investigate the fuel/air ration effect on soot nanostructure evolution, a
commercial Bunsen burner (with fuel jet inner diameter = 10mm with length: 120 mm
tube) burning gas fuel ethylene (C2H4) was also used in this study. The air nozzle on the
Bunsen burner was used to vary the air inlet flow rate by adjusting the nozzle to
completely close for limited air inlet and is completely opened when ambient air is
required. In general the fuel-to-air ratio for commercial Bunsen burner is 2:1 when the air
nozzle is completely opened. Hence the fuel/air equivalence ratio (Φ) can be estimated as
~ 7.2. In this study, the 100 sccm flow rate of fed C2H4 was used to produce a close-tip
diffusion flame. Because of the nature of burner design, the air nozzle of the burner is
unable to be completely closed. Hence limited air inlet will still partially premix with the
fuel (C2H4). The derived soot particles were directly collected within the diffusion flame
by same thermophoretic sampling device and operation procedure addressed above for
following soot nanostructure study.
5.1.2.3. Soot physical structure characterization – HRTEM
Initial TEM images were taken using a JEOL 2010F, high resolution TEM
(HRTEM). The instrument was operated at 200 keV using a field emission source. To
promise that the selected region of interest (ROI) is representative, generally more than 46 widely separated regions were examined on each grid primarily and secondarily to
ensure even coverage, which is taken as an indicator of flow uniformity and sampling by
deposition. To reduce and to avoid the human bias on choosing ROIs and images, the
operation procedures were followed an established and proven standard operation
procedure (SOP), as documented in prior work 6. Digital images were acquired by the
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SOP and subsequently processed using custom algorithms (fringe analysis) written with
MATLAB software

96

. Two nanostructure parameters, carbon lamella length and

tortuosity (curvature) (equivalent to positive (inward) curvature as all lamella are oriented
similarly), based on processed TEM images were subsequently extracted by fringe
analysis. The results of the processed images were exported to the program KaleidaGraph
for subsequent data analysis. The means’ of fringe (carbon lamella) length and curvature
distribution that are reported here were extracted from two-parameter log-normal
probability density function curve fitting, addressed in the equation (1), below, as,
f x =

!
!!! !

exp !

!
!!!!

ln x!!!

!

where !! is the eometric standard deviation and !! is the median of ln(x). Further
details of the TEM image selection operation procedure and the image processes are
reported elsewhere 61 95 96 101.
5.1.3. Results and discussion
5.1.3.1 Benzene PPF (partially premixed flame)
The typical gas-jet, laboratory-scale diffusion flame presents a complicated
thermodynamic and kinetic process wherein a parcel of fuel undergoes a slow rise in
temperature from cold-gas to flame temperature over the course of a few hundred
milliseconds. Continued pyrolysis occurs in the course to soot formation. Detailed gas
sampling and analysis studies have shown this chemical progression 34 157 158.
To best test the partial premixing for C5 production and curvature, benzene was
chosen as the first test fuel. Partial oxidation ought to lead to ample C5 via reaction (1) 159
and with benzene readily forming resonance stabilized free radicals, their combination
(reaction 2)

160

ought to lead to fullerenic structures. Indeed, Fig. 5.2 shows poorly
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ordered soot for pure benzene but increasing fullerenic structure with partial premixing.
Lamellae with small radii of curvature are shown, many as concentric pairs or nested,
multiple lamella segments. The image analyses show this trend with partial premixing
more clearly by illustrating the marked decrease in length with corresponding increase in
curvature as summarized in Fig. 5.3 (left). The difference in curvature between various
oxygen dopings are shown in Fig. 5.4, for benzene (left) and cyclopentane (right) as
fuels. At lower oxygen concentration, addition of O2 to diffusion flames increases soot
production, mainly for the reason of increasing pyrolysis intermediates’ concentrations
and identities, with the latter opening new pathways towards soot, via odd-numbered
carbon species. These are not encompassed by the C2-based HACA mechanism 160.
!! !! + !! → ! !! !! !"! → ! !! !! ! + ! ! ∙ → !!! !! + !"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!(1)!
!! !! + ! !! !! → !!!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2

160

159
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Figure 5.2: Soot aggregate morphology and nanostructure derived from Benzene fuel with 0, 10, & 20% O2 doping (ϕ = ∞, 5.2 & 10.4),
respectively.
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Figure 5.3: Fringe analysis summary of length & curvature distribution from Benzene (left),
Cyclopentane (right) with 0, 10, & 20% O2 doping.

Figure 5.4: Difference of curvature distribution between pure, 10% and 20% Oxygen doping
from Benzene (left), Cyclopentane (right). [Benzene: Probability, P: <0.0001 for 0% vs. 20%, P:
0.0002 for 10% vs. 20%, P: 0.0018 for 0% vs. 10%; Cyclopentane: P:0.063 for 0% vs. 10%, P:
<0.0001 for 0% vs. 20%]. Statistical test was performed by ANOVA demonstrated in appendix
B.
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Partial oxidation introduces significant odd numbered carbon species along with
cyclopentadiene as outlined in Fig. 5.5. In principle thermal pyrolysis can produce odd
numbered carbon species such as allyl and propargyl radicals under flame conditions but
the conjecture here, supported by in other situ sampling measurements 141 142 is that such
species concentrations will be much to low to realize significant cyclopentadiene
concentrations yielding substantial nanostructure curvature. Instead, partial oxidation of
benzene, a dominant hydrocarbon in soot forming flames is expected to yield
cyclopentadiene concentrations sufficient to realize visible curvature in soot
nanostructure. The experiments here were designed to test this chemical path with the
observable being the curvature in the soot lamella. Quantitative image analysis provided
a quantitative basis for comparisons.

Methyl Radical
+CH3
C2 Hydrocarbons
+C1 hydrocarbons
C3 Hydrocarbons
+C3H3
Benzene/Phenyl
+O2
Cyclopentadienyl Radical
(C5H5)
Figure 5.5: The pathway of cyclopentadiene formation from odd numbered carbon species, in
particular C1 and C3 species.
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5.1.3.2. Angle tilting of TEM curved shells section
Sequences of angle tilts, with respect to center, defined as zero are shown in Fig.
5.6. TEM images present a 2-d projection of a 3-D object with angle tilt from -25 o to +25
o

of sample stage of TEM holder. If a 3-D shell is imaged near its mid-plane, then angle

rotation will largely preserve its size and its apparent position with respect to neighboring
lamellae, as shown by the arrows labeled as “A”. Alternatively if a shell or set of
concentrically curved lamella are observed at a non-equatorial latitude, the size of
observed 2-D projections will either appear to grow or shrink, as the radius of curvature
for the particular cut changes. This is illustrated for the lamellae marked by the arrow
labeled as “B”. As observed, relative to 0°, the lamellae appear more tightly curved at 25° and altogether disappear at +25°, due to their displacement from the image plane.
These profiles support interpretation of curved lamellae in these 2-D projections as
fullerenic, 3-D shells and fragments with such structure contingent upon C5 species.

A

B

Figure 5.6: Representative angle tilt from -25 o (A) to +25 o (B) HRTEM images of soot
nanostructure derived from Benzene flame with 20% oxygen doping.
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5.1.3.3. Cyclopentane fuel
The complementary question of partial premixing arises for C5 as fuel.
Cyclopentane was used as surrogate/precursor for cyclopentadiene. By fullerene
construction, only the combination of C5 and C6 will form lamella with curvature in 2
orthogonal directions. Indeed, as Fig. 5.7 shows, pure C5 does not lead to any significant
curvature. Comparison of the length versus curvature plot shown in Fig. 5.4 (right) with
that for benzene reveals just the opposite trend. Soot from the

= infinity case possesses

lamellae that are short and curved. With increased partial premixing, lamellae become
straighter and longer. In a pure diffusion flame the soot nanostructure can reflect initial
fuel molecular structure, as pyrolysis need not lead to acetylene prior to soot inception
and growth if fuel components can add directly to growing soot particles. This fuel
“memory effect” is particularly true for an aromatic fuel such as benzene or other
resonance stabilized species. Both cracking and dehydrogenation reactions occur with
cyclopentane. Both reaction sets will be accelerated by the presence of oxygen, yet
neither reaction leads to benzene except by multiple pyrolysis and subsequent buildup
reactions. Even though C5 is plentiful, its partner for creating curvature in lamellae is
absent. By the time sufficient benzene forms, the primary derivative, cyclopentadiene has
likely been lost to thermal and oxidative pyrolysis processes. Apparently, insufficient
cyclopentadiene was produced by dehydrogenation to contribute at later times.
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Figure 5.7: Soot aggregate morphology and nanostructure derived from Cyclopentane fuel with 0, 10, & 20% O2 doping (ϕ = ∞, 3.84 & 7.7),
respectively.
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5.1.3.4. Bunsen flame
As a more realistic test, using a simple Bunsen burner to test for a well-studied
fuel, ethylene. As Fig. 5.8 shows, the absence of partial premixing yielded normal
appearing primary particles with recognizable lamella concentrically oriented about the
particle perimeter. In the particular image it appears that a couple such primary particles
are highly merged, as often observed rather than the ideal point contacting spherules
shown in Fig. 5.9. The comparison of the length versus curvature plots are shown in Fig.
5.10. Introduction of air, by opening the mixing slot creates a nominal Φ of ~7.2. The
resulting nanostructure evolution is markedly different, now with many highly curved
lamellae, in individual, paired or group assemblies. Starting with a simple C2
hydrocarbon clearly shows that the curvature here is not a fuel memory effect. For this
fuel soot formation proceeds via the nominal acetylene production, C6 formation and
PAH growth sequence 26 161 162 163 164 165. While the O2 may have largely been consumed
by dehydrogenation reactions, presumably some production of odd carbon species occurs
and/or some yet remains to produce C5 through the benzene route.
Nanostructure is one of the key elements to understanding soot formation and its
oxidation rate 1. Previous studies have shown nanostructure to depend upon chemical
environment and temperature 2. Subsequent studies showed its further variation with
respect to temperature-time history 3. Recently experiments have shown traceability of
nanostructure to fuel molecular structure in laboratory flames 166, diesel engines 5 and jet
aircraft 6. Such observations open intriguing possibility of using soot nanostructure as an
in situ diagnostic of the local combustion environment in which it forms. Necessarily
restricted to fuel-rich regions, soot nanostructure appears to reflect the local

for partial
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premixed combustion. Such regions are prevalent with liquid fuel sprays given ignition
prior to uniform mixing. Combined with modeling efforts insights into the gas phase
species are attainable.

Figure 5.8: Soot nanostructure derived from Bunsen burner test with C2H4 fuel (left with nozzle
closed, ϕ = ~ ∞, right with nozzle open, ϕ = ~7.2).
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Figure 5.9: Soot aggregate morphology derived from Bunsen burner test with C2H4 fuel with
nozzle open (ϕ = ~7.2).
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Figure 5.10: Fringe analysis summary of length & curvature distribution from Bunsen burner
burning C2H4 fuel (left); the difference of carbon lamella curvature between derived soot with
(open air nozzle, ϕ = ~7.2) and without (close air nozzle, ϕ = ~ ∞) air/fuel partially premixing.
[Probability of curvature distribution between close and open is P <0.0001].
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5.1.4. Conclusions
The critical insight here is that soot nanostructure can reflect its molecular origins.
Partial premixing, producing C5 and resulting curvature in soot nanostructure is a
combustion condition both prevalent and relevant to soot formation in practical systems.
This has implications for modeling soot inception, growth and also in understanding the
differences in soot yields between petroleum based and alternative fuels. Relating growth
species to soot physical structure can connect detailed chemical mechanisms to soot
particle models. If the nanostructure can be traced to the gas phase components, it can
spur model development by and demonstrating benchmarks between molecular growth
species and soot physical structure.
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5.2. Soot nanostructure: Fuel and temperature dependence with premixed flames
5.2.1. Introduction
Interest in soot nanostructure originally arose with interest in gauging soot
reactivity towards oxidation. Several studies have shown the impact of nanostructure
upon soot reactivity from laboratory flames, engines and pyrolysis studies

3 17

. Different

fuels have been shown to alter soot reactivity, through nanostructure, such as within
engines

5 23 61 84 167 168

or gas jet diffusion flames

169

. However different fuels in these

systems change the entire flame structure. The spray within an engine contains several
zones ranging from diffusion to premixed

170

. Changes in fuel composition can change

the species profiles and temperature gradients in a diffusion flame. Whether changes in
soot nanostructure are due to the fuel or indirectly due to changes in the flame structure is
a challenging deconvolution. The goal of this study is to directly demonstrate the soot
nanostructure dependence upon fuel composition and molecular structure. Premixing air
and fuel negates the radial profiles of a gas-jet diffusion flame with the flame acting as a
1-D reactor system. Therein if temperature and fuel-air equivalence ratio are maintained
comparable between fuels, fuel effects upon soot nanostructure can be directly assessed
and compared.
Several studies have used Molecular Beam Sampling (MBS) to probe species
through the reaction zone and downstream gases to test and develop detailed chemical
mechanisms 152 171 172. These studies are typically performed at low pressure for reason of
expanding the reaction zone, thereby providing spatial resolution to the sampling probe.
However some probe studies in atmospheric pressure premixed flame systems with
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detailed species profiling by MS and HPLC have also been conducted. Using GC/MS
analysis with microprobe sampling, Castaldi et al. measured species profies in an
atmospheric pressure flame of ethylene at an equivalence ratio of 3.06, coupled with
model validation 157.
The modeling results show that key reaction sequences leading to aromatic and
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon growth include the combination of resonantly stabilized
radicals such as propargyl and 1-methylallenyl. These appear prominent in benzene and
methyl-substituted benzene formation

160

. Cyclopentadienyl radicals contribute to

aromatic growth with fused rings that have a shared C5 side structure. Notably these
species begin to form prior to the nominal flame front. Further confirmation was reported
by Inal and Senkan

34 158 173

showing substantial C3H4, C4H4 and toluene concentration

peaking near or within the reaction zone in premixed flames of methanol, ethanol and
MTBE. Richter and Howard found the C5H5 profile to peak early within the reaction zone
in a nearly sooting, low pressure benzene/oxygen flame, with acenaphthylene shortly
thereafter 152. Naphthalene production through the reaction step of cyclopentadienyl selfcombination and phenanthrene formation from indenyl and cyclopentadienyl combination
were shown to be important in the flame-modeling study. Additional measurements and
modeling by Inal and Senkan showed mole fraction profiles of indene, naphthalene and
acenaphthylene being prominent in these flames. These growth reactions begin within the
reaction zone according to model calculations and as found by spatially resolved
measurements. The authors conclude that the removal of phenyl by O2 leading to
cyclopentadienyl formation is expected to play a pivotal role in the PAH and soot
precursor growth process under fuel-rich oxidation conditions. Recently updated rates for
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cyclopentadiene chemistry were provided in Blanquart et al., (2009) following these prior
studies 142.
Their data imply that aromatic and PAH levels are strongly linked to fuel
structure and soot levels. Many other studies have similarly cited the key role of PAHs in
soot particle formation and growth, with suggestions of PAHs as precursors already in
1941

142

. Our focus was not on soot levels but upon its nanostructure. This too appears

related to fuel structure, moderated by combined thermal and oxidative pyrolysis
processes. Our studies have noted a high sensitivity of soot nanostructure to equivalence
ratio. Premixed studies such as by Melton et al. (2000) reached related conclusions.
Using an atmospheric pressure, laminar ethane/oxygen/argon premixed flame, Melton et
al. (2000) determined the dependency of flame species mole fraction (!!!"# ) profiles
upon equivalence ratio, Φ, using the expression, !!!"# = !!! ! !" . The parameter ni, an
indication of sensitivity to equivalence ratio, for stable aromatic precursors exhibits the
following rank order: c-C5H6 (4.21) > C3H4 (3.09) > b-C4H6 (2.43) > C4H4 (2.20) > C4H2
(2.16) > C2H2 (1.66) 34. Notably across the equivalence ratio range of 2.6 – 2.0, sampling
measurements showed peaking cyclopentadiene (c- C5H6) concentrations prior to position
of maximum temperature. Naphthalene and acenaphthalene profiles peaked shortly after
the nominal flame front. Detailed kinetic modeling study of benzene oxidation and
combustion in premixed flames by Vourliotakis et al. (2011) showed benzene oxidation
to be largely controlled by oxidation of phenoxy and cyclopentadienyl radicals

174

.

Several C5 species (C5H6, C5H5, C5H7, C5H8 and C5H4) were found to increase sharply
prior to the peak temperature retaining high concentrations in the near post-flame gases –
as measured using photo-ionization combined with molecular beam sampling in low
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pressure premixed benzene/oxygen/Ar flames by Yang et al. 175.
The culmination of such connections lies in the work of Howard et al. who found
considerable amounts of C60 and C70 in soot from low-pressure fuel rich flat flames
177

176

. Later studies recovered macroscopic quantities of various fullerenes including not

only C60 and C70 but also larger species up to C116 by solvent extraction of soots from
these flames. Grieco et al. 178 found that the quantity of closed-shell structures in soot, as
well as the fullerene concentration in the gas phase increased with increasing residence
time, suggesting fullerene structures as soot precursors

179

. Related studies

138

found

parallel growth of gas-phase fullerene molecules along the vertical flow axis. Chemical
extraction identified fullerenes deposited upon the soot particles

180

. The kinetic of the

mechanism of fullerene formation by successive gas-phase reactions was shown by Baum
et al. 181. The pathways of fullerene formation in flames have been extensively studied by
Homann’s group using direct input of ionic and neutral species into a mass spectrometer
138 182 183

. The presence of substantial curvature in so-called “fullerenic soot” was shown

by HRTEM images by Goel et al. 184.
These studies show a strong dependence of C5 upon equivalence ratio and more
importantly, C5 species within the spatial zones corresponding to soot inception and
growth. These detailed profiles create the link between gas phase chemistry - and soot
nanostructure. In particular c-C5H5 and aromatics with a C5 subunit are poised as growth
species to form lamella with curvature as observed here by HRTEM. The formation of
fullerenes requires a number of single-step monomolecular reactions, such as cage
closure, C-H bond rupture, and intramolecular rearrangements, and, therefore, a high
temperature of the process is preferred. The division of these reactions between
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occurrence in gas-phase aromatics versus on the soot surface for the larger scale
curvature observed in these studies yet requires resolution.

5.2.2. Experimental
To study the effects of flame temperature, fuel/air equivalence ratio, and fuel
composition, free software – GASEQ – and a McKenna flame burner were used for
calculating adiabatic flame temperature and for generating soot based on the conditions
from GASEQ numerical calculation, respectively. To successfully use the software to
calculate the adiabatic flame temperature, the thermochemical properties of tested fuels
are required. However, there are limited references to the thermal properties of jet (FT
and JP-8) and surrogate fuels. Hence, the thermal properties of tested jet and surrogate
fuels were estimated by using Benson’s group additivity method 185 186 and then imported
into GASEQ for the jet fuel components and other fuels tested. Prior to using Benson’s
group additivity method, the details of tested fuel isomers were required. To obtain the
information, GC/MS was applied to analyze the tested FT and JP-8 jet fuels. The detailed
adiabatic flame temperature calculation methods and results will be addressed in
following sections.
5.2.2.1. Fuel analysis
A GC/MS instrument was used to analyze the JP-8 and FT fuels used in adiabatic
flame temperature experiments. This analysis allows the array of components to be
grouped by compound class (e.g., normal and iso-paraffins). Except in very select classes
(e.g., n-paraffins), the molecules detected may not be identified among the possible
isomers. Thus, the instrument provides only the amount (mass/mole fraction) of the
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various compound classes detected. Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the distribution of
compound classes by carbon number and total weight, respectively. The figures show that
the two fuels are quite different in chemical makeup. JP-8 contains molecules from all
three types of paraffins plus aromatics, whereas the FT tested is largely composed of isoparaffins and contains very little aromatics.
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Figure 5.11: Distribution of compound classes with carbon number for (a) JP-8 and (b) FischerTropsch (Sasol).
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Figure 5.12: Presence of compound classes by weight in (a) JP-8 and (b) F-T.

5.2.2.2. Thermochemical properties of fuels
Determining the adiabatic flame temperature requires the fuel’s chemical
composition and the thermochemical properties (Cp(T), S0 298, hf0 298) of each
component in the fuel. This is quite challenging because 1) there are numerous
constituents in jet fuel, 2) no specifics are known as to the exact isomer for each
compound in the various compound classes, and 3) thermochemical data is not readily
available for many of the compounds detected. To overcome these difficulties,
assumptions were made in order to perform the flame temperature calculations. First, one
isomer for each detected molecule was chosen, with preference given to molecules that
have thermochemical data available on the NIST WebBook. In the many cases for which
the array of potential isomers do not have any thermochemical data available, a simple
(e.g., “light” branching for iso-paraffins) molecule is chosen. Thereafter Benson’s group
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additivity method

185 186

is used to estimate the thermochemical properties of all

molecules that do not have experimental data available through the NIST WebBook.
5.2.2.3. Adiabatic flame temperature calculation
Prior to running calculations, the thermochemical properties were estimated by
using Benson’s group additivity method 185 186 and then imported into GASEQ for the jet
fuel components and other fuels tested. This required the NASA polynomial coefficients
to be determined through curve fits (cp vs. T), since the program incorrectly calculates
them in the data importing process. Rich sooting products are assumed in the program
calculation, and the reactant temperature was set to 200oC.
Adiabatic flame temperature calculations were calculated at Φ = 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2
for a variety of fuels: FT, JP-8, and two-component mixtures of n-Dodecane; the other
pure compounds (3 alternative surrogate fuels) were also chosen because they were
previously widely used for the study of surrogate fuels

187

. Due to the chemical

complexity of real jet fuels, simple component surrogate fuels have been widely
developed based on the chemical and physical properties of real fuel 23. The n-Dodecane
and n-heptane surrogates are often chosen because of the n-alkane representative in
surrogate jet and gasoline fuels. To match the cetane number, the initial boiling point of
FT fuels, and the branched-alkanes in FT fuel, the mixture of iso-octane and n-Dodecane
is often used to represent FT as a surrogate fuel.

188

. The mixture of m-Xylene and n-

Dodecane was based on matching the chemical composition (aromatic volume %) and
physical properties of JP-8 fuel 189. The components and selected fuel properties of tested
fuels are summarized in Table 5.2. The flame temperature was adjusted by increasing the
amount of diluent (argon) in the reactant mixture. The relationship of the adiabatic flame
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temperature between the fuel/air equivalence ratio and the amount of argon diluent is
summarized in Fig. 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: Adiabatic flame temperature as a function of reaction argon mole fraction for the
tested fuels. Color denotes the Φ value and line style denotes the tested fuels.
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5.2.2.4. Soot collection from premixed McKenna flat flame burner
Figure 5.14 is the schematic of the flat flame burner and soot sampling system.
The water-cooled flat flame McKenna burner was used to produce soot particles. Table
5.1 summarized the key properties of tested liquid fuels, which were fed via a nebulizer
and carried by O2/Ar carrier gas. The fuel/air equivalence ratio (2.0 and 2.2) and
adiabatic flame temperature (1600K and 2000K) were adjusted by O2/Ar carrier gas and
Ar diluent based on the calculation from GASEQ, summarized in Figure 5.13. A 4.17 L
min-1 (STP) sheath flow of dry nitrogen was applied. To shield the flame from
perturbations by the room air, a tailored 304 cylindrical stainless steel mesh screen with a
wire diameter of 0.4 mm surrounded the burner. Dry nitrogen flowed through the sample
probe at 25.2 L min-1 to dilute the soot particles removed from the flame. Soot particles
entered into a 0.5 mm diameter pinhole (located on the center axis of the flame) in a
0.635 cm diameter stainless steel tube placed in the flame. A custom soot particle
sampling device that provided direct collection upon a TEM grid was placed downstream
of the sampling probe. The key advantage to our collection during sampling was the
direct collection of the soot from the aerosol phase 118. The detailed sampling process can
be found elsewhere 6 90.
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Figure 5.14: The schematic of flat flame burner and soot sampling system.
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Table 5.2: The properties of tested fuels.

Name
JP-8

Component

Aromatics
Paraffins (cyclo- &
normal-)
FT
Aromatic
Paraffins
n-C12
n-dodecane
m-X/n-C12 m-xylene
n-dodecane
iso-C8/n-C12 iso-octane
n-dodecane
n-C7/n-C12 n-heptane
n-dodecane

Volume
(%)
18.1
81.9

Mass
(%)
22
78

Hydrogen content
(%)
14

H/C
ratio
1.94

0.2
>99
100
25
75
30.6
69.4
31.3
69.7

0.4
>99
100
27.7
72.3
28.9
71.1
29.2
70.8

15.4

2.17

15.3
13.8

2.17
1.9

15.5

2.19

15.6

2.20

5.2.2.5. Physical structure and chemical composition characterizationHRTEM
Initial TEM images were taken using a JEOL 2010F, high resolution TEM
(HRTEM). The instrument was operated at 200 keV using a field emission source. To
ensure that the selected region of interest (ROI) is representative, generally more than 4-6
widely separated regions were examined on each grid primarily and secondarily to ensure
the even coverage, which is an indicator of flow uniformity and sampling by deposition.
The ROI and image selections followed the well-established standard operation
procedure (SOP), as documented in previous reports 6. Digital images were acquired by
the SOP and subsequently processed using custom algorithms (fringe analysis) written
with MATLAB software. Two nanostructure parameters, carbon lamella length and
tortuosity (also referred as curvature), based on HRTEM images were processed by
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custom fringe analysis algorithms

61 96

. The results of the processed images were

exported to the program KaleidaGraph for subsequent data analysis. The means of fringe
(carbon lamella) length and tortuosity histogram distributions that are reported here were
extracted from a two-parameter, log-normal functional fits to these histogram. Further
details of the HRTEM image selection operation procedure and the image processes are
reported elsewhere 61 95 96 101.
5.2.2.6 Curvature
Nanotubes and graphene exhibit curvature about a single axis, hence the reference
to 1D curvature. The curvature considered in this work is differentiated from these other
examples as 2D curvature – specifically the graphene segment bends about two
orthogonal axes – more like a bowl than a scroll. The multiple shells, concentrically
curved lamella and nested segments are considered to arise by incorporation of 5membered rings into the aromatic framework. Nanotubes, stubs or other morphologies
that would support curved segments are not observed in these soots. Angle tilting
experiments have been applied to these soots in an effort to further differentiate the
curvature as 2D. Bi-directional tilting shows retention of the lamella curvature and
nesting, indicating curvature in 2D and supporting interpretation of 5-membered rings as
being incorporated 4.
This understanding is supported by fullenene studies. As an allotropic class,
fullerenes depend upon “C5”, i.e. 5-membered rings in the aromatic network, as this
imparts the 2D curvature necessary for curved shells. C-C5H5 has been measured in
specie profiles of premixed flames 34 158 172, identified in shock tube studies of kinetics 190
191 192

, and otherwise shown to be a significant contributor to PAHs 160. It also is integral
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to fullerenes
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. Moreover curved lamellae in combustion-generated soot have been

associated (by correlation) with fullerenes, or more specifically fullerenic fragments
(remnants) in the form of partial shells 184.

5.2.3. Results and Discussion
5.2.3.1. HRTEM Characterization
Using the flat flame burner with flows and inert content established by GASEQ to
achieve comparable flame conditions, i.e. T and ϕ of the FT and JP-8 fuels were
vaporized and burned as rich, premixed flames. Representative HRTEM images of soot
from these fuels are shown in Fig. 5.15. Arrow marks pronounced features of curvature
for the reader. As the images show, curvature in lamella was observed in soots from both
fuels. The chemical complexity of these fuels inhibits advancing a straightforward
explanation. In previous work, Yehliu (2010) found that at same engine operating
condition, different chemical composition of fuels produced various degree of soot
nanostructure (degree of ordered nanostructure: FT > B15> B100) 1.
A similar challenge arises in kinetic modeling, and as a solution to this problem,
surrogate (jet) fuels – as mixtures of few components have been identified. One such
surrogate is n-dodecane/m-xylene. For comparison, soots from the n-dodecane (C12) and
the surrogate mix were also studied, at ϕ= 2, with Ar adjustments to maintain similar
temperatures. TEM images for these fuels are shown in Fig. 5.16, again with markers to
highlight particularly clear curved lamella. A particularly interesting aspect is the
curvature observed for the pure iso-octane fuel – as seen in the HRTEM of Fig. 5.17.
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Analyses for nanostructure were performed to calculate the histograms plotted in
Fig. 5.18. Comparisons of curvature are shown in this plot for soots from the different
fuels. Each distribution is a composite of several images and analyses, as described in the
experimental section and documented elsewhere 61 95 96.

(a)

(b)

!
Figure 5.15. Representative HRTEM images of soot derived from (a) FT, and (b) JP-8 at 2000K
with fuel/air equivalence ratio, φ = 2.0.

!
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(a)

(b)
!

Figure 5.16. Representative HRTEM images of soot derived from (a) n-C12, and (b) m-X/n-C12
mixture at 2000K with fuel/air equivalence ratio, φ = 2.0.

Figure 5.17. Representative HRTEM images of soot derived from iso-C8/n-C12 mixture at
2000K with fuel/air equivalence ratio, φ = 2.0.

!
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Figure 5.18. Fringe length (left) and curvature (right) frequency distribution for FT, JP-8, n-C12,
and m-X/n-C12 fuels with φ = 2.0 and at 2000K (right) flame temperatures. The frequency
distributions were fitted into log normal distribution.

5.2.3.2 HRTEM Image Quantification Analyses
To better understand the differences between the fuels Fig. 8 plots the curvature
distributions for the fuels at the highest flame temperature for which the most difference
was observed between soots from the varied fuels. Results were obtained by adding
analysis results from several images. The surrogate (blend) appears comparable to JP-8 in
lamella curvature and length. It would appear that for similar reasons the JP fuel,
containing alkyl aromatics and paraffins in roughly comparable ratio to the 75:25 nC12/m-X mixture leads to similar nanostructure. It is encouraging that nanostructure
depends upon component class and not a specific compounds.
In extraction of curvature statistics by analysis of HRTEM image, some
contribution of pure bending of graphene sheets cannot be ruled out. As observed through
this study, the distributions are log-normal with the significant differences occurring in
the tail of these skewed profiles. Certainly at more moderate curvature values, such as ~

!
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1, few 5-membered rings may be present. This, coupled with the possibility that some
extracted curvature may indeed only be 1D curved sheets suggests focus upon the more
highly curved lamella. Notably these exhibit the smallest radii of curvature and would
necessarily possess the greater 5-membered ring concentration. For this reason
differences in soot nanostructure – with specific focus on curvature are compared on the
basis of the distribution tails.
For log-normal distributions, the mode is considered the better measure of central
tendency while the mean is more sensitive to the distribution tail values, by virtue of their
high values, even if few in number, relative to the sample. With the caveats as described,
for best comparisons between distribution tail populations, the mean is in fact the better
measure – here for comparison of curvature differences in soot nanostructure. Hence
standard statistical tests may be applied to quantify the statistical significance of the
differences observed.
The lognormal distributions (shown in Fig. 5.18) suggest that the curvature is
significantly different for the FT derived soot, compared to the soot from other fuels, but
the distributions statistically do not confirm their difference. One of the most commonly
used methods in statistical decisions is hypothesis testing. Generally, a hypothesis test
assumes an initial claim to be true, then tests this claim using sample data. Hypothesis
tests include two hypotheses: the null hypothesis (denoted by H0) and the alternative
hypothesis (denoted by H1). The null hypothesis is the initial claim and is often specified
using previous research or common knowledge. The alternative hypothesis is what one
may believe to be true.
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Based on the graphical analysis performed (lognormal distributions) in the
previous section and the descriptive analysis above, FT derived soot was considered to
have difference in the average curvature across test fuels is statistically significant. To
verify this, an Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, which tests the differences
between group means and their associated procedures (such as "variation" among and
between groups). The advantage of ANOVA is that the test can across compare multiple
groups, whereas the Student t-test only allows between two sample groups. From the
ANOVA tests among these fuels summarized in table 5.3, it suggests that soot curvature
distributions from the FT or n-Dodecane fuels have significant difference from the other
four fuels (with 99.999% confidence level), but that there is no significant difference
among JP-8, m-X/n-C12, and iso-C8/n-C12 fuels (with confident level from 0.1 to 4.5%
for the fuels among them , which has significant difference from the other) .

Table 5.3: Summary of ANOVA test across fuels.
Comparison
Mean Difference
FT vs n-C12
0.068
FT vs iso-C8/n-C12
0.034
FT vs JP-8
0.032
FT vs m-X/n-C12
0.029
m-X/n-C12 vs n-C12
0.040
m-X/n-C12 vs iso-C8/n-C12
0.005
m-X/n-C12 vs JP-8
0.003
JP-8 vs n-C12
0.036
JP-8 vs iso-C8/n-C12
0.002
iso-C8/n-C12 vs n-C12
0.035

P (Probability)!
< .0001!
< .0001!
< .0001!
< .0001!
< .0001!
0.955!
0.987!
< .0001!
0.999!
< .0001!

Confidence level (%)
> 99.999
> 99.999
> 99.999
> 99.999
> 99.999
4.5
1.3
> 99.999
0.1
> 99.999
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From the distributions plotted in Fig. 5.19 follow two comparisons.
1. As shown the JP-8 and surrogate fuel mix exhibit comparable curvature, in fact
virtually identical – as their distributions very nearly overlap. This is perhaps not
surprising as each fuel has substantial aromatic component that could contribute to C5
formation via the path indicated in Fig 5.20.
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Figure 5.19. Difference of curvature frequency distribution between JP-8 and m-X/n-C12 (left);
difference between FT and n-C12 (right) fuels with φ = 2.0 and at 2000K (right) flame
temperatures. The frequency distributions were fitted into log normal distribution.
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Figure 5.20: The pathway of cyclopentadiene formation from partial oxidation of benzene.
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2. Notably the FT fuel (soot) has the most curvature, whereas in contrast the ndodecane (model component) possesses the least. The soot from the iso-paraffin similarly
had little curvature – with the curvature distribution being very nearly identical to that for
n-dodecane.
While these comparisons of nanostructure differences are based upon similarity in
combustion mode and burner style, the complexity of these real fuels limits further
insights into causative factors. For this reason a surrogate fuel system was studied. Figure
5.16 shows HRTEM of soots from n-dodecane and an n-C12/m-X mixture. The blend is a
recognized surrogate for JP-8, mirroring physical and combustion properties 23.

5.2.3.3.

ChemKin

modeling

with

SERDP

mechanism

and

Comparisons with Experiments
To further investigate the effect of flame temperature and fuel/air equivalence
ratio upon C5H5 and C6H6 formation, the SERDP mechanism with burner-stabilized
flame model was applied to predict these intermediates to soot formation. The SERDP
mechanism was developed by Princeton University, University of Illinois, Chicago, and
United Technologies Research Center via m-Xylene and n-Dodecane fuels undergoing
high-pressure, high-temperature single pulse shock tube data

194 195 196

. To process the

SERDP mechanism, ChemKin-PRO software with a Burner-stabilized laminar premixed
flame model was applied. M-xylene and n-dodecane represent the aromatic and paraffin
contents in real fuel. Hence, to investigate the effect of initial fuel chemistry on the
formation of C3H3, C5H5 and C6H6 intermediates, the jet surrogate fuel consisting of 25%
m-Xylene and 75% n-Dodecane was compared to pure n-dodecane, using the ChemKin
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simulation. The initial processing parameters and settings of simulation were including
unburned fuel temperature set at 650K, the gas temperature obtained from energy
equation calculation, and the fuel/air equivalence ratio set at 2.0 with Argon dilution.
The particular advantage of these components and mixtures is that they can be directly
compared to Chemkin calculations. Shown in Fig. 5.21 are ratios between two species
profiles, for C5H5, the cyclopentadienyl radical and C6H6, benzene, from tested fuels For
comparison C3H3, C5H5 and C6H6 intermediates for these two fuels are shown in Fig.
5.22. Each axis provides a different scale. There is clearly a difference in the profiles
between these fuels, with the surrogate having a much different C5H5/C6H6 ratio than the
n-dodecane in these 1D calculations. Notably, the 5 membered-ring has been shown as
key to fullerenic structure of soot

193

. Compared to n-dodecane the mixture fuel also

produces relatively higher mole fractions of C3H3, C5H5 and C6H6 species.
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Figure 5.21: The ratio of C5H5/C6H6 intermediate species as function of temperature form nDodecane, the mixture m-Xylene/n-Dodecane, iso-Octane/n-Dodecane and 0.5% mXylene/99.5% iso-Octane via ChemKin simulation with burner stabilized flame model and
SERDP mechanism.
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Figure 5.22: The C3H3, C5H5 and C6H6 intermediate species from n-Dodecane, the mixture mXylene/n-Dodecane, 0.5% m-Xylene/99.5% n-Dodecane and iso-Octane via ChemKin simulation
with burner stabilized flame model and SERDP mechanism.

It is difficult to use these calculations in a predictive manner. Rather they are used
in an interpretative mode to support the observed differences in curvature distributions as
being due to corresponding differences in the C5H5/C6H6 ratios. Also notably different
between these fuels are the C3H3 profiles. That of the mixture fuel exhibits an earlier
onset and higher overall concentration. As outlined in reactions (1) and (2), C3H3

!
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provides not only another path to C6H6, but also can directly form 5-membered rings by
radical addition to other C6 aromatic rings. These differences in intermediates may be
ascribed as accounting for the relative lack of curvature in the soot from the pure ndodecane fuel. Moreover the different profiles for the surrogate mix suggest that an
aromatic component is critical to the observation of curvature, which is consistent with
the curvature observed for the surrogate and JP-8 as shown before.

!! !! + ! !! !! → ! !! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 1
!! !! + ! !! !! → !!!! !! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2
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Yet an explanation based on aromatic content does not account for the high
degree of curvature observed for the FT fuel – which has ~ 96% iso-paraffin content. By
GC/MS analyses it contains only ~ 0.3 wt.% aromatic content shown in Fig. 5.12,
seemingly an insufficient amount for generating species profiles as observed for the
25:75 m-xylene/n-dodecane mixture. In fact the Chemkin calculation for a mixture of 0.5
wt.% of m-xylene with n-dodecane generates virtually identical profiles as for the pure ndodecane, a fuel which does not exhibit curvature under the conditions studied here. If
Chemkin is run using an iso-paraffin, such as iso-octane, the C6H6 level increases only
modestly (relative to that for pure n-dodecane), as shown in Fig. 5.21. Moreover, the
C3H3 profile is nearly identical to that for the m-xylene/n-dodecane mixture.
This comparison brings two insights. First is that the C5H5/C6H6 ratio may not be
the (only) determining factor for lamella curvature. C5H5 as calculated by Chemkin refers
only to gas-phase cyclopentadienyl radical, not all 5-membered rings within other
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(presumably aromatic) structures. As noted, both the C5H5/C6H6 ratio and C3H3 profiles
were distinctly different between the pure n-dodecane and m-xylene/n-dodecane mixture.
That the C3H3 profile is the main difference between the iso-octane and surrogate fuel
mix suggests that C3H3 participation in 5-membered ring formation is also key to
introduction of 2-D curvature in lamella – especially given that the highest curvature is
observed for FT fuel soot. Moreover, by these results the higher C5H5 observed for the
surrogate mixture may be a consequence of the different C3H3 profile, rather than
causative in curvature formation. Similarly the slight increase in C6H6 for the iso-paraffin
may also reflect the higher C3H3 concentration. The caution is that these calculated values
are only used to interpret the observed curvature differences, as threshold values or the
concentration dependency of curvature upon particular species are unknown at present.
If C3H3 is a key species, this further underscores the question as to where C5H5
originates for the curvature observed. While the gas phase route via partial oxidation of
benzene kinetically dominates that compared to propargyl + acetylene radical, these are
not the only routes to C5. Starting from soot, only the end result of all processes is
observed by TEM and extracted therefrom. C5 incorporation into lamella could arise by
any of the following process;
1. Direct radical addition of cyclopentadienyl radical to growing lamella on the soot
surface.
2. Direct radical addition of PAH containing C5, i.e. possessing 5-membered rings
within their aromatic framework,
3. Formation of C5 on the soot particle surface, presumably by addition of gas phase
precursor species as building blocks, such as C3 and C2,
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4. Oxidation mediated structural changes, e.g. the surface analogue to gas phase
benzene oxidation, but now occurring on an accessible surface site or other
surface bound species.
This list is not meant to be comprehensive, but merely indicative of potential
possibilities. Indeed there appear not to be measurements for the latter two processes
though the third process has been simulated

29

and the last process observed

experimentally 5.
In the context of specific studies “C5” refers to cyclopentadiene (c-C5H6), though
in most high temperature environments, such as flames or engines, it would likely be in
radical form, as C5H5, given that the electronic resonance stabilization makes H-atom
removal thermodynamically favorable. From the standpoint of curvature, C5 is used to
encompass all C5 containing species. These may include larger PAHs that incorporate a
5-membered ring, such as acenaphthene and fluorene, and even corannulene. Alkylated
versions of C5 are also possible, as accounted for in chemical kinetic codes such as the
SERDP mechanism. Surface intermediates or molecular-like, multi-ring aromatic units
on the soot particle surface might also be understood as “C5” by the results of these
studies.

5.2.4. Conclusions
The goal of this study was to build a bridge between molecular gas phase species
and the soot nanostructure. Initial observations of nanostructure curvature in jet engine
soot prompted interest. Moreover current chemical kinetic models can address fuel
breakdown, thermal and oxidation assisted, PAH formation and growth all via detailed
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kinetics, followed by soot inception via their physical and chemical coalescence.
Thereafter soot models are particle based and using measured growth rates and aerosol
dynamics account for increasing soot mass and aggregate formation. No modeling studies
have yet addressed the link between gas phase species with any aspect of soot
nanostructure.
As shown here soot nanostructure can reflect its origin, specifically the species
contributing to the soot. The novelty of curvature is that it can be related uniquely to C5
species, and these being produced by a limited set of reactions – involving oxygen
directly or indirectly. Presence of oxygen in the fuel stream is the definition of partial
premixing. Therein lies the origin of the hypothesis that partial premixing leads to
(recognizable) curvature in soot lamella. Definition of the operative range of Φ and
temperature will constitute future work.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary and conclusions
A systematic characterization of jet engine soot and comparative laboratory-scale
flame soot is presented in this work. During the AAFEX II field campaign, a series of
tests were carried out on a commercial DC-8 jet varying fuel and engine power levels.
Pure fuels such as petroleum based JP-8, synthetic HRJ, FT, and a 50:50 (JP-8 & HRJ)
blend were tested across engines powers from 4% to 100%. Soots produced across these
conditions were collected, followed with analyses for physical structure by TEM and for
chemical composition by XPS. Measurements of soot physical structure spanned the
length scales between aggregates, primary particles, and nanostructure. Associated
metrics included fractal dimension, primary particle size and nanostructure parameters of
lamellae length and tortuosity, respectively.
Differences in trends of soot aggregate morphology and primary particle size with
engine power between the JP-8, 50:50 blend versus the HRJ and FT fuels is attributed to
the aromatic content of the petroleum derived fuel and blend. Soot nanostructure varies
with power level most noticeably for JP-8 derived soot, progressing from amorphous at
near idle to graphitic-like at full power. Such variation is also attributed to its high
aromatic content. It is postulated that the aromatic content imparts sensitivity of the soot
formation process to changes in fuel-air mixing and temperature levels with power level
more than for paraffinic fuels. The XPS results for the carbon sp2/sp3 ratio shows
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correlation with lamellae length distributions extracted from TEM images; each
increasing with increasing elemental carbon content, and engine power level. In contrast
a fullerenic-like nanostructure, independent of engine power level is observed in soots
derived from synthetic HRJ and FT fuels. The consistent nanostructure and independence
from engine power points to high similarities in the combustion and associated gas phase
chemistry across such conditions for these paraffinic fuels. It is proposed that this reflects
invariance of fuel-air premixing and the stoichiometry/chemistry of fuel-rich, sootforming regions with engine power. From these results it is inferred that while the
specific engine design and power level control the global fuel-air mixing, the fuel-rich,
soot forming regions are sensitive to fuel chemistry – particularly the presence of
aromatics. The root cause is differences in kinetics between component classes to form
soot precursors and feed soot nucleation.
Based on these observations from the AAFEX II campaign, further laboratoryscale flame studies including premixed and partially premixed flames were thoroughly
explored. In the premixed flame study, comparable adiabatic flame temperatures, and
fuel/air equivalence ratios were identified by GASEQ using the thermal properties of the
tested jet fuels, JP-8 and FT, and similarly for the surrogate fuels, n-C12, Iso-C8/n-C12,
n-C7/n-C12, and m-X/n-C12. Based on the morphology and nanostructure results, soot
physical structure has a significant dependence upon flame temperature and initial fuel
chemistry. All tested fuels at high adiabatic flame temperature (2000K) generated soot
with graphitic-like (more ordered) or fullerenic-like nanostructure. However, at low
flame temperature (1600K), the nanostructure from JP-8 and m-X/n-C12 derived soot
exhibited a lack of significant nanostructure (mainly amorphous). In contrast, the soot
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derived from FT and other tested surrogate fuels (n-C12, iso-C8/n-C12, and n-C7/n-C12)
yet exhibited recognizable nanostructure (varying between graphitic- and fullerenic-like).
This lack of nanostructure for the JP-8 and m-X/n-C-12 derived soot at the lower
adiabatic flame temperature (1600K) is again attributed to the aromatic content in these
fuels. In contrast, the chaotic nanostructure from FT and the other surrogate fuels, n-C12,
iso-C8/n-C12, and n-C7/n-C12 is attributed to the all-aliphatic carbon atom content in
these fuels and associated changes in flame chemistry.
Complimentary to the soot nanostructure analysis by HRTEM, the surface carbon
oxidation state was studied by XPS to understand the effect of flame temperature and
fuel/air equivalence ratio. For flame temperature above 1600K, soot particles undergo
carbonization and oxidation processes. Hence, a limited amount of oxygen functional
groups were found present. Instead, sp2 (C-C) hybridized carbon dominated the surface
bonding state for soots derived from jet and surrogate fuels.
To further investigate the effect of flame temperature and fuel/air equivalence
ratio on C5 and C6 formation from aromatic (m-Xylene) and aliphatic (n-Dodecane)
fuels, CHEMKIN was run with the SERDP mechanism to study the formation of soot
intermediates (C5 and C6 species). The results from the simulation studies indicate that
the initial reaction temperature significantly impacts the C5 species formation for
aromatic fuels, based on m-xylene as the model aromatic component. Comparatively the
fuel/air equivalence ratio has little impact on C5 formation. In contrast, the simulation
results for the aliphatic fuel component (n-Dodecane) suggest that C5 formation has
significant dependence upon both initial temperature and fuel/air equivalence ratio. The
optimal conditions for C5 species formation are initial reaction temperatures between
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1600 and 1800K, for the fuel/air equivalence ratios between 2 and 10. By CHEMKIN
results, the overall C5 species concentration from n-Dodecane (aliphatic) is found to be
higher than the m-Xylene (aromatic) derived soot, which is consistent with HRTEM
images showing a fullerenic-like structure for n-Dodecane and FT fuels across all tested
conditions.
Partially premixed flame studies using a gas-jet configuration were carried out to
further investigate the role of O2 introduction and its effect upon the soot nanostructure
evolution. In this study, soot was produced in a Santoro-style burner using benzene or
cyclopentane (as surrogate/precursor for cyclopentadiene) as fuels with 0-20% (v/v) of
oxygen doping in the fuel stream to test pathways for curvature in soot nanostructure as
dependent upon C5 formation. A Bunsen burner was also applied to further test lamellae
curvature dependence upon f using a well-studied fuel, ethylene. The results from this
work show that higher concentration of O2 doping, lowering f, over the range studied
introduces increasing fullerenic-like nanostructure in soot extracted from the partially
premixed benzene flame. Nanostructure in soot derived from cyclopentane fuel with 0 20% O2 doping, produced modestly curved nanostructure regardless of the doping level,
likely reflecting competing fuel pyrolysis versus dehydrogenation of the cyclopentane
ring to produce cyclopentadiene (or cyclopentadienyl radical). With limited fuel/air
premixing, the ethylene derived Bunsen flame soot nanostructure was primarily
graphitic-like with negligible fullerenic-like structure. However, upon air introduction the
nanostructure evolution is significant, exhibiting highly curved structure. These tests
confirm the C5 path towards fullerenic-like nanostructure and dependence upon partial
premixing.
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6.2 Recommendations for future work
Based on the investigations in this study, there are several areas where this work
could be continued. Recommendations are summarized in three main categories; 1)
Advanced jet combustor studies 2) Laboratory scale soot analysis 3) Soot
characterization improvements.
6.2.1 Advanced jet combustor studies
In this present filed campaign study, the jet combustor produced soot has been
comprehensively studied for physical structure and surface chemistry across all engine
power levels and the major jet fuels, including petroleum based JP-8 and two primary
synthetic jet fuels, HRJ and FT. However, the test was only carried out by one particular
design of a GE annual combustor. There are three major combustor designs, (1) Can, (2)
Co-annular, and (3) Annular/double annular combustor for current jet engines. Each
design of combustor can create dramatically different combustion environments, such as
fuel/air mixing, temperature, pressure, and fuel rich/lean combustion coupled with
dilution zones. In diesel engines, several researchers have indicated that different fuel
formulations 5, engine design, operating conditions such as fuel injection, ignition timing,
load and fuel/air mixing will effect the soot formation behavior
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. By analogy, to

further understand soot formation in gas turbine engines, other types of jet combustors
should be studied.
In the current study, the jet fuels, JP-8, HRJ, and FT were tested. Testing the real
jet fuels is a very practical way to understand jet exhaust characteristics, but with
complex components within these fuels, resolving jet soot formation and the dependence
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of initial fuel chemistry will be impeded. Therefore, future studies with surrogate, few
component jet fuels would improve the understanding of the relation between fuel initial
chemistry and soot formation from the current study by allowing comparison with kinetic
models.
Moreover, in this study, petroleum based JP-8 and synthetic FT, HRJ derived soot
nanostructure have shown significantly different behavior across all engine power levels.
These differences can be attributed to initial fuel components and their associated thermal
and oxidative pyrolysis kinetics. The interpretation offered by studies forming this
dissertation is that this translates into differences in local fuel/air ratio, due to turbulent
mixing, and hence different partial premixing levels are associated with soot formation
among JP-8, FT and HRJ fuels. The curvature of the soot lamellae observed for FT and
HRJ fuels is indicative of C5 and its production under partially premixed conditions. It is
speculated that the timescales for fuel pyrolysis compete with turbulent mixing
timescales – kinetic and fluid mixing timescales are comparable, in order to explain
differences in nanostructure arising from the postulated varied species. Coupled
chemistry-turbulence modeling for these specific fuel components would lend insights
into validity of this rationale.
6.2.2 Laboratory scale soot analysis
The laboratory scale flame (premixed and partially premixed) generated soots
studied in this dissertation were produced under atmospheric pressure conditions. In
actual jet combustors the soot formation occurs in a high-pressure environment.
Relatively few studies have investigated the effect of pressure upon soot formation or
oxidation rates.
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Models then lack experimental comparisons at combustor-relevant
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pressures. More combustion studies of soot processes at elevated pressures under
partially premixed conditions will expand structure-property relationships for soot.
Moreover, the partially premixed gas-jet flames in the present study tested only
three fuels, cyclopentane, benzene and ethylene. Progressive study using jet and other
surrogate fuels will further probe the effect of initial fuel chemistry upon soot
nanostructure. Only laminar flame systems (McKenna and Santoro style burners) were
investigated in this study. Given that jet soot formation in general occurs in turbulent
environments, further studies replicating the varied, non-monotonic conditions in an
actual jet combustor should be investigated.
6.2.3 Simulation – adiabatic flame temperature and C5 of soot curvature
In the premixed, burner stabilized flames, the adiabatic flame temperature was
obtained from GasEq using an additivity method for acquiring thermal properties of real
fuels. However, the additivity method mainly considers the types of isomers in fuels for
the calculation. To increase the accuracy for thermodynamic calculation, such as thermal
properties of fuels, a more accurate approach should be pursued. The ReaxFF simulation
methodology developed by van Duin et al. (2001)
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is a force field approach for

reactive systems allowing molecular dynamics (MD) simulations at the atomistic level.
The advantage of ReaxFF is that it encompasses force fields, bond distances, bond orders,
bond energies, atom coordination, valence angle terms, torsion angles, conjugation
effects and Coulomb interactions. Hence it can provide a much better accuracy for
thermodynamic calculations, such as determining the premixed flame fuel/air ratios and
adiabatic flame temperature.
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Moreover, premixed results were interpreted against results from CHEMKIN with
the burner-stabilized flame model using the SERDP mechanism to predict the key
intermediates associated with soot curvature, as extracted from HRTEM image analyses.
However the mole fraction of these intermediates in the gas phase may not directly
address the key relationship between C5 and soot curvature. Hence further molecular
dynamics simulations incorporating ReaxFF on the role of gas-phase C5 species upon
formation of curved lamellae is warranted.
6.2.4 Soot characterization improvements
The version of the lattice fringe analysis program used in this study was
developed by Dr. Kuen Yeliu 1. Lamellae length, tortuosity, and separation are the three
major structural parameters that can be extracted using the program. However, to clearly
differentiate the relative contents of fullerenic-like and other amorphous nanostructure,
approaches using spatial correlation of images ought to be considered.
In summary, pursuing these directions is expected to reveal similarities and
differences between soot nanostructure as produced by laboratory-scale flame system and
actual aviation combustors in real jet aircraft engines. While not a direct comparison, this
work is believed foundational as demonstrating chemical paths and flame conditions
relevant to lamellae curvature in soot. Further details of the combustion within the jet
engine would aid comparisons using laboratory systems. The ultimate impact of
nanostructure will be, human health and the environment, reflecting soot surface
chemistry.
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Appendix A

REPEATABILITY AND STATISTICAL TEST FOR HRTEM FRINGE
ANALYSIS
Prior work

1 101 95

has shown that 3 to 5 images are sufficient to obtain

representative result for fringe analysis. To further validate and show that analyzing 3 to
5 HRTEM images selected via SOP of HRTEM operation as discussed in chapter 4
(experimental section) is sufficient, 12 images were selected via SOP of HRTEM
operation (shown in Fig. A-1). These images were further analyzed by fringe analysis to
obtain the fringe length and curvature distributions. The results are summarized in Fig.
A-2 and A-3. The mean of these distributions are reported in table A-1. To statistically
test the differences among these fringe length and curvature distributions, ANOVA test
was applied. More details on ANOVA test and its procedure will be discussed in the
following appendix B. Based on the results of ANOVA test as summarized in table A-2,
the probability (P) values of these tests across all distributions are greater than >0.1,
which indicates that there is no significant difference across the means of these 12 fringe
length and curvature distributions. In summary, based on the result of ANOVA test,
analyzing 3-5 HRTEM images is sufficient to acquire representative results. Moreover,
consistent (without bias) images can be selected/taken by following SOP of HRTEM
operation.
Table A-1: Extracted means of fringe length and curvature distribution from 12 selected images.
[ (#): the sample number; the first value is length and the second value is curvature.]
(1)!0.94/1.30!
(2)!1.0/1.38!!
(3)!0.96/1.39!
(4)!1.0/1.26!
(5)!1.0/1.26!
(6)!0.97/1.32!
(7)!0.99/1.32!
(8)!0.94/1.38!
(9)!0.95/1.39!
(10)!0.98/1.34!
(11)!0.99/1.32!
(12)!1.0/1.28!
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Figure A-1: Representative HRTEM images of soot nanostructure produced from T63 turbo-shaft
engine burning surrogate fuel, m-X/n-C12. [The order of samples is following table A-1].
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Figure A-2: Fringe length distribution of soot nanostructure produced from T63 turbo-shaft
engine burning surrogate fuel, m-X/n-C12. [The order of samples is following table A-1].
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Figure A-3: Fringe curvature distribution of soot nanostructure produced from T63 turbo-shaft
engine burning surrogate fuel, m-X/n-C12. [The order of samples is following table A-1].
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Table A-2: Summary of the probability values from ANOVA test across sample # 1 to 12.
Comparison
Probability (length)
Probability (curvature)
1 vs 2
0.195
0.1001
1 vs 3
0.1861
0.1001
1 vs 4
0.5433
0.3711
1 vs 5
0.6723
0.88
1 vs 6
0.7948
0.9056
1 vs 7
0.8751
0.9885
1 vs 8
0.8626
0.9855
1 vs 9
0.9994
0.9751
1 vs 10
0.999
0.953
1 vs 11
1
0.9965
1 vs 12
1
0.9999
2 vs 3
0.4144
1
2 vs 4
0.4172
1
2 vs 5
0.7783
1
2 vs 6
0.8733
0.1279
2 vs 7
0.9447
0.1279
2 vs 8
0.9719
0.2143
2 vs 9
0.9732
0.8448
2 vs 10
1
0.8611
2 vs 11
1
0.9869
2 vs 12
1
0.9826
3 vs 4
0.3014
0.9661
3 vs 5
0.2797
0.9274
3 vs 6
0.7469
0.9955
3 vs 7
0.8611
0.9999
3 vs 8
0.9428
1
3 vs 9
0.9765
1
3 vs 10
0.9743
0.2747
3 vs 11
1
0.2747
3 vs 12
1
0.6813
4 vs 5
0.6631
0.9732
4 vs 6
0.6692
0.9856
4 vs 7
0.9478
0.999
4 vs 8
0.983
0.9988
4 vs 9
0.9972
0.9979
4 vs 10
0.9992
0.9956
4 vs 11
0.9995
0.9999
4 vs 12
1
1
5 vs 6
0.892
1
5 vs 7
0.9084
0.3018
5 vs 8
0.9899
0.3018
5 vs 9
0.9976
0.7222
5 vs 10
0.9998
0.9818
5 vs 11
0.9999
0.9912
5 vs 12
1
0.9995
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6 vs 7
6 vs 8
6 vs 9
6 vs 10
6 vs 11
6 vs 12
7 vs 8
7 vs 9
7 vs 10
7 vs 11
7 vs 12
8 vs 9
8 vs 10
8 vs 11
8 vs 12
9 vs 10
9 vs 11
9 vs 12
10 vs 11
10 vs 12
11 vs 12

0.9786
0.9847
0.9998
1
1
1
0.9965
0.9981
1
1
1
0.997
0.9984
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0.9994
0.9989
0.9977
1
1
0.1726
0.1726
0.6872
0.9948
0.9982
1
1
0.9999
0.9998
1
0.82
0.82
0.9924
1
1
1
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Appendix B

STATISTICAL TEST FOR TWO/MORE SAMPLE DISTRIBUTIONS
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Figure B-1: Example for ANOVA test; the figure is the difference of curvature distribution
between pure, 10% and 20% Oxygen doping from Cyclopentane.

The lognormal distributions (above) suggest that the curvature is significantly
different for the 20% O2 doped condition, compared to the two other O2/fuel dilutions.
But the distributions statistically do not confirm their difference.
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One of the most commonly used methods in statistical decisions is hypothesis
testing. Generally, a hypothesis test assumes an initial claim to be true, then tests this
claim using sample data.
Hypothesis tests include two hypotheses: the null hypothesis (denoted by H0) and
the alternative hypothesis (denoted by H1). The null hypothesis is the initial claim and is
often specified using previous research or common knowledge. The alternative
hypothesis is what you may believe to be true.
Based on the graphical analysis performed (lognormal distributions) in the
previous page and the descriptive analysis above, you suspect that the difference in the
average curvature across O2 doping is statistically significant. To verify this, perform an
Analysis of variance (ANOVA), which tests the differences between group means and
their associated procedures (such as "variation" among and between groups).
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Figure B-2: the individual value plot of 0%, 10% and 20% oxygen doping shown in Fig. B-1.

Figure B-2: The confidence interval plot of 0%, 10% and 20% oxygen doping shown in Fig. B-1.
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One-way ANOVA: 0%, 10%
Method
Null hypothesis

All means are equal

Alternative hypothesis At least one mean is different
Significance level

α = 0.01

Equal variances were not assumed for the analysis.
Factor Information
Factor Levels Values
Factor 2

0%, 10%

Welch’s Test
DF
Source Num

DF Den F-Value

P-Value

Factor 1

1692.82 3.46

0.063

Model Summary
R-sq

R-sq(adj)

R-sq(pred)

0.18%

0.13%

0.00%

Factor N

Mean

StDev 99% CI

0%

1074

1.22174 0.12516 (1.21189, 1.23160)

10%

770

1.21100 0.12050 (1.19978, 1.22221)

Means

As the p-value is greater than the α-level (0.01), you fail to reject the null hypothesis and cannot
claim support for the alternative hypothesis.
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One-way ANOVA: 0%, 20%
Method
Null hypothesis

All means are equal

Alternative hypothesis At least one mean is different
Significance level

α = 0.01

Equal variances were not assumed for the analysis.
Factor Information
Factor Levels Values
Factor 2

0%, 20%

Welch’s Test
DF
Source Num

DF Den F-Value

P-Value

Factor 1

1908.76 52.62

0.000

Model Summary
R-sq

R-sq(adj)

R-sq(pred)

2.58%

2.53%

2.38%

Factor N

Mean

StDev 99% CI

0%

1074

1.22174 0.12516 (1.21189, 1.23160)

20%

856

1.18282 0.11026 (1.17310, 1.19255)

Means

As the p-value is less than the predetermined level of significance (α = 0.01), you reject the null
hypothesis and claim support for the alternative hypothesis.
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